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) I~ony in the Political Novels 0£ Joseph Conrad 
. , l -·····---·-··-· Mr-9'_ Jan,~y Hemphill ., 
A Thesis presented to the Graduate Faculty of Lehigh University 
in candidacy for the degree of Master of Arts, 1964. 
The thesis consists of an investigation of Conrad's use 
of irony in Nostromo, The Secret Agent, and Under. West<ern Eyes • 
.. . 
In each novel, Conrad treats ironically human comm~nication, 
( 
politics, and the immense difference between appearance and reality. 
He constantly insists on the gap between human desire and capacity. 
The attitudes toward life expressed by the characters are handled 
ironically, as are the codes of conduct they espouse. In each novel 
l 
Conrad uses irony to make some statement about the p~hblems of 
I . 
in society. 
/ 
/ 
In Nostromo, he uses irony to reveal the treacherous 
nature of the abstractions employed by society and its members. 
These abstractions are too limited to function adequately, yet 
are necessary as ) means of structuring external reality. But 
man 
the order imposed is illusory, because reality is fluid in nature, 
not static. 
Irony prpvides the unity and pattern of The Secret Agent, 
\,~ 
and is a major structural element. The ~haracters are reduced to 
• mechanisms by their self-centered, narrow outlooks. They act in ~ .... , 
-terms of their mechanical concepts of reality, and therefore are 
', 
unable to achieve any meaningful human contact. 
and is thus fostered. 
Chaos is ignored, 
The idea of human solidarity emerges in Under Western Eyes 
.,,.,,..u,. 
as the only hope for mankind. Conrad shows that the individual 
is bound by his obligations to the community,.and must keep·faith 
/ 
............. ..-...11'$, ~· ,i ... ·-.~ 
•'ti t''Y'• •'trz I ' . . '..·· 'f' . t1 
j 
., 
with the human community~- The characters of Nathalie and Tekla 
offer a tentative solution to the:political dilemma by removing 
2. 
I • 
themselves from the political arena and serving helpless individuals. 
Good works may be irrelevant to society at large, but do constitute 
.• t' ..... 
an affirmation of human solidarity. 
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Statement of Thesis 
t,: ' 
Introduction 
',', ··-::. ,, .. ' 
.r 
i 
This ihesis is an investigation of irony. in Joseph Conrad's 
" 
~hree political novels. I hope to demonstrate the following 
points: 
/ 
/ (A)~oseph Conrad's political novels are informed by his 
sweeping and profound irony. There is a central body of subject-
matter which, in each of the political nove·ls, he reveals :through 
his irony. This includes the breakdown of human q-0mmunication and 
the inadequacy of words, a view of revolution and politics as well-
nigh equally futile methods of solving social problems, 
tendency to assume something abo'tJreali ty and then act 
the human 
as though 
the assumption were accurate, the immense difference between appear-
~ 
ance and reality (which leads to a paradoxical kinship of apparent 
opposites), the unrecognized (or too late recognized) necessity 
for human solidarity, and the false reputation. He constantly in-
sists on the gap between 4uman desire and capacity: man is a very 
' 
different creature from the one he aspires to be. (For example, 
( 
in Almayer 1 s Folly, the squalor of Almayer 1 s life
1 is placed be-
\,·-~- . ,...,;.',Jd".c•)r" 
side the grande\iT. ___ of his dreams,. thus illustrating the ironic gap 
-
between his desires and his abilities.) In addition, the attit~des 
.-
toward life expressed by characters are handled ironically, as are 
the codes of conduct they espouse. These ideas are common to 
Nostromo, The Secret Agent, and Under western Eyes. 
/ (B) In each of the political novels, Conrad uses irony to 
.. l 
.,,_,:;,, 
make some kind of statement about man as a so·cial being. In 
lj' 
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Nostromo, he uses irony to reveal the treacherous na.ture of the 
I 
2. 
abstractions employed b.y eociety and its members.. These abstrac-
tions are too limited to function adequately, yet are necessary as 
a me~ns of structuring external reality. An individual adopts a 
- way of looking at reality, a policy or system in terms of which 
he will deal with life. But the order thus imposed is illusory, 
because reality is fluid in nature, not static. The character ad-
' ' heres to his system, loses contact with reality, and comes to. 
grief. 
(C) Irony provides the unity and pattern of The Secret 
Agent. Irony does not merely inform the book, but becomes a •ajor 
// . 
structural eiem"en.t. 
"'-
Conrad 1 s time-scheme, complex system of fore-
-------
shadowing, and use of parallel scenes, situations, and characters 
,, 
all work together in The Secret Agent. Man is reduced to a mech-
anism by his self-centered and narrow world view. The characters 
.act in terms of their mechanical concepts of realtty, and there-
fore are unable to achieve any meaningful human contact. Each 
lives insulated from other people by his nar~ow outlook. Chaos 
is ignored, and therefore fostered. Conrag builds up an Ofderly 
I 
\ 
system of chaos, hi~hly ironic, since each character acts l~gically 
in terms of his own limited outlook. His action clashes with the 
equally logical action ~temming from other limited outlooks. 
(D) The idea of-human solidarity, important in Nostromo, 
foreign to The Secret Agento emerges in Under Western Byes as the 
only hope for man in society. Through the character of Razumov, 
1 
Conrad shows that the individual is a member of a human community, 
and bound by his obligations to the community. Recognition of the 
'· 
,. I·" l' 41 t-1 _; \ 
.. "" 
/ 
' 
' 
' 
' 
·' 
·' 
'",;-JI, ',, . '; ·~). -~·.' •.;-:,<.\_.' ~,', .;'i,. ·( ' • j ., • 
. , !' 
' 
J. 
obligation of solidarity, fidelity to mankind, is a necessity of 
human nature. Razumov becomes a battleground, torn between his 
individual desires and the need to affirm solidarity with mankind. 
Conrad presents a .tentative solution to political problems in the 
r--~ 
riharacters of Tekla and Nathalie, who finally remove themselves 
.. 
from the political arena and s·erve helpless individuals. Their 
good works may be irrelevant to society at large, but the two 
women do manage to keep faith with mankind. 
\ .:,'/. ·.f. 
Conrad's Irony and Multiple Vision 
An ironic situati~n occurs when there is a discrepancy be-
tween what is expected, or appropriate, and what act~ally happens; 
a verbal irony occurs when there is a discrepancy between expres-.. -.., 
sion and meaning. The essential feature of irony, then, is a dis-
crepancy or incongruity between appearance and reality.
1 This 
discrepancy between appearance and reality is the basis of irony 
in Conrad 1 s political novels. Conrad's .distinguishing character-
istic is his ironic attitude. It dominates his letters, essays 
and~~onversations, as well as his fiction, and is derived from the 
concept of irony embodied in Greek drama. 
The word Biron is used by Aristophanes to designat~ an un-
scrupulous trickster. 2 But fate, or the gods, or reality, are 
~ 
capable of better tricks than any mere human, and so the word 
Eiron (or Eironeia) leaves the comic sphere and takes on another 
dimension. The principle of reversal of fortune (considered by 
. ~ 
Aristotle to be a basis of tragedy) is ironic; so is the profound 
-recognition of the difference between appearance and reality, and 
the sense of mocking fate, embodied in Greek drama.J These ideas 
) 
•' ' 1,o" ~ ·, 
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are strong in Conrad's political novels. Razumov undergoes a dra-
matic reversal of fortune, from ''virtuous" informer with prospects 
of a fine career, to living corpse. The anarchists in The Secret 
Agent appear to be dangerous threats to civilization. In fact, 
they are timid, conventional, and impotent):'' Mrs. Gould ·believes, 
( 
with her husband, that the silver mine will bring peace, progress, 
and t,a better justice" to Costaguana. She helps her husband 
strengthen the mine, only to find that it is a force whtch enslaves 
and dehumanizes both her husband and the nation. 
Conrad uses ironies of situation (e.g., in Winnie's conver-
sations with Verloc ·and Ossipon, each character thinks he knows 
what the other means, but in fact does not), of structure (e.g., 
the narrator of Under western Eyes provides a double yiew of the 
,, 
action, and thus an implied commentary on Western as well as East-
ern faults), and of Cate ·(e.g., Decoud, who prides himself on his 
broad outlook, loses all contact with his own identity as a re-
sult of his cultivated inability 
l 
to take the "narrow view" of any-( 
thing) . 4 Regardless of the particular use of irony, it always 
serves to point the significance of the situation. Thus, 
. 1.rony 
ind~cates the author's attftude, and brings the conflicts he por-
trays. into clearer view.5 
A definite development of cionrad 1 s use of irony can be 
traced, from the crude (but effective) "house of cards" in Al-
mayer 's Folly to the sophisticated and complex character-pairing 
technique in The .Secret Agent. 
) 
Ironies, many of them verbal, per-
\ 
< 
meate Conrad's work, 
( 
and contribute to the rich~ close texture of 
,. 
# 
his prose. His technique of f o resl1adowing, and his complicated 
._, ~ .. ·. .. 
' ,,, • -~ ~ f ( ' ' ' 
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.. 
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time schemes (e.g., The Secret AGent) contribute to his ironic_ 
./ 
double meanings. Double meaning is the essential feature of 
verbal irony.6 Through ironic insinuation and innuendo, Conrad 
makes his reader aware, at any given point in the book, of more 
than he actually knows.7 For exa~ple, Stevie's episode with the 
firecrackers tells the reader early in The Secret Agent exactly 
what will happen to Stevie later on; and Stevie 9s keen sense of 
social eiils, as well as his adventure with explosives, linger in 
the mind throughout the ensuing narrative. Such double meanings 
create the sharpest of ironies. 
Garnett Gladwin Sedgewick considers the theater to be "a 
sort of ironic convention 1;:• and the relationship of the audience 
to the play one of the most important aspects of irony. The spec-
tator is sympathetic, and at the same time detached'from the action. 
This detached sympathy is the basis of the observer 1 s response to 
irony. 8 A philosophical ironist, like Conrad, perceives contra-
dictions, and describes them. But the effect of the ironic revel-
ation or description of life's paradoxes is itself paradoxical. 
' 
The specta~or 1 s relationship to the spectacle is crucial. Alan 
Reynolds Thompson refers to the three possible points of view 
toward an irony -- that of the victim, that of the at&acker, and 
.,.--~-
/ 
I 
that of the onlooker. The action can be fully ironic only from 
the onlooker's point of view, for only he can appreciate the posi-
tions of both victim and attacker. The onlooker ID?\Y take sr:ides, 
but he must feel both sides if he is to feel the irony.9 Irony 
forces the emotions to clash, and forces the intellect to clash 
with the emotions. One must be detached in order to perceive an 
\ 
6. 
irony intellectually; and one must be pained in order to perceive 
it emotionally. 10 
The ironic attitude provides an approach to chaos: it 
ij 
makes-- chaos be'"arable. 11 To the ironist, the universe is chaotic, 
and the wise man will attempt to broaden his vision rather than, 
by narrowing his outlook, to impose an illusory order. Thus, the 
ironist strives to cultivate a multiple viewpoint. The ironic 
attitude originates in an awareness of incongruity. The ironist 
is the man who, called upon to choose between two -things which are 
mutually exclusive, chooses both.
12 He makes game of reason, mo.ck-
' •' 
..-t~·' 
ing its greatest weakness--vulnerability to paradox. Life and 
thought are thus rendered possible in the face of chaos and contra-
diction. The multiple viewpoint imposes detachment on the viewer, 
for if he becomes too deeply involved with any single viewpoint he 
loses his abili9~y to sympathi,ze with (and, perhaps, even to recog-
.. 
nize) any other viewpoints. When that happens, he is in a position 
to be destroyed by contradiction. For the ironist takes all of 
life seriously, and is, therefore, unable to ignore comfortably 
any aspect of life. Also, irony involves humor, and we cannot 
laugh at what~is painful unless we preserve some degree of detach-
ment. \ ) 
But the ironic viewpoint cpnsists of more than the mere 
,_,ii,. 
perception of differences between the apparent and the real or 
other such contradictions. The attitude of th~ beholder toward 
what he beholds is important. The ironist does not merely peP-
ceive tHat a situation is ironic; he is aware of himself doing 
lJ I 14 
so. The ironist s attitude is one of ~piritual freedom, . a 
I 
' -1,--
• 
\ 
) 
'· 
' 
' ( 
·i 
1.: 
: .- ... •-i - .. 
···:·. ·.'1;:,.·1-.':•,)t.::i .,.)·} "i'•?'·,_,;.';_.,'1' .• ~~-s·--·: ..... ;-i.,.·. t "•',:'i·, 
, 
spiritual freedom which Conrad considered absolutely essential 
to the artist.1,.5 
The ironic viewpoint thus puts a premium on awareness. 
It is not surprising, then. to find that ironists have gone be-
yond personal awareness to considerations of awareness in the ab-
stract. Haakon M. Chevalier ·quotes Anatole France to the effect 
that ironic awareness results in, among oth~r things, the recogni-
tion that the human condition is not nearly as tragic as man's 
awareness of it • 16 Conrad arrives at the same conclusion. some 0 
critics, among them Haakon M. Chevalier and Alan Reynolds Thomp-
son, see the ilioriic attitude ( as differentiated from irony used as 
a technique, Socrates' irony) as an indication of a sick soul, a 
flight from reality, a defense against inner conflict. 1 7 Many 
critics and readers have found fault with The Secret Agent on the 
grounds that it is too ironic. They imply that irony is negative, 
but surely positive ~hinking can lead one as far astray as an un-
founded negativism. The happy is not n e.cessarily the accurate con-
9lµs ion, and the ironic attitude may well provide an honest and 
productive approach to reality. God may be in his heaven, but we 
know very well all is not right with the world. The ironic atti-
_tude is a profound and sensible approach to a world in which chaos 
' 
and contradict·ion can be ignored only by the happiest blindness. 
Man depends on reason in dealing with that world, and the ironic 
viewpoint makes possible a coexistence, however uneasy, of reason 
and paradox. 
,.: 
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Conrad's Vision of Paradox, and Irony as structural Mode 
Conrad was long hailed as a writer of sea stories and of 
adventure in exotic lands. His deep and terrible concern with 
man IS struggle to 11 /wring7 OUt a ,£Jneaning from OUr sinful lives"
18 ~ 
- -
was overlookdd. He was praised for his marvelous descriptions of 
W' 
storms and tropical isles, while the ever-present and carefully-
constructed use of such description to reveal his characters' 
~~er conditions and approaching destinies was ignored. The great 
{;J 
adventure he chronicled was the adventure of the human spirit in 
conflict with itself and with an indifferent universe. He is the 
historian of conflict and contradiction, well-qualified by the con-
flicts and contradictions he faced within himself. 
Though the nature of his work was overlooked, the connec-
tion between it and his biography was vastly overemphasized. 
True, Conrad's life is important to critics of his work, especially 
since he very frequently used scenes,' incidents, and people from 
his own experience. But biographical criticism, valuable as it 
• 
l.S • 
always runs the risk of obscuring the created work by attending 
too carefully to the life out of which it was created. So much 
weight has been placed on Conrad I s Polish background and the "de-
sertion" of his homeland, that even in his lifetime he complained 
.. II. 
of his critics: · ~,;-"It seems to me that their unfailingly inter-
~ 
ested sympathy has ascribed to racial and historical influences 
much of what, I believe, appertains simply to the individua1!~
1!1 9 
It is true, as Bloise Knapp ijay and others have pointed_ out, that 
·-'·. : . 
I<' ··~ ",' ·,,,_:- ,i' ;', • 
I, 
,r 
,' 
r· 
,1 
1: 
9. 
' ' 
his background as a Pole and son of a revolutiona1y prepared him 
to· see politics as an all-embracing and dominant factor, entering 
into every facet of life. 2° Conrad's preoccupation with the in-
'}----, 
r 
former as a psyc'hological type has been dealt with by critics 
(particularly Gustav Morf) as a manifestation of strong guilt-
feelings, due to Conrad I s having left Poland at a time ,vhen the 
" 
country needed brave and talented citizens. 
'I-,~,~ .. 
However, the prese~ce 
of the ipformer in Conrad's work derives largely from his firm be-
• ~ 
./ lief' that the worlds of political reality and political appearance 
are two different things. 21 The "guilt complex" controversy is 
interesting, but its value to an understanding of Conrad 
I s work 
has been exaggerated. 22 
It is not surprising ;.that Conrad I s fiction reflects his 
metaphysical, political and social opinions, for, as he once said, 
"In truth every novelist must begin by creating for himself a 
world, great or little, in which he can honestly believe. This 
world cannot be made otherwise than in his ~n image 1. ~· He spoke 
also of "That absolute loyalty towards his :feelings and sensa/ions 
/~hic~7 an author should keep hold of in his most exalted moments 
of c1"eation. 1", 2 J He tried to maintain that loyalty, and to create 
a world in which he could believe. Toward the end of his career, 
he fell from this high s tandard.1 -: -·,Perhaps he was no longer strong 
f 
enough to face the terrible struggle out of which he won his great 
books and began to accept from himself the mediocre work which he 
had once scorned. Certainly the fact that he dictated his later 
books must have robbed them of his former careful scrutiny. At 
any rate, we know he frequently succeeded in creating a world in 
•,,· (" . ..... · ... , 
V 
' 
. ' 
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10 • 
., ' 
which he honestly believed, for his best work has the depth and 
~ 
authenticity of an imaginative integrity totally self-confident. 
\ 
Nostromo, he said, was "a tale of an imaginary ( but \true) sea-
board. 1124 
Conrad's attitudes and beliefs, as set forth in his letters 
and essays, and mirrored in his finest works, reveal a pessimism 
sometimes bitter, sometimes mellow, but almost invariably tempered 
by a belief in man 1 s potential grandeur. And the books in which 
he created a world he could believe in ar~ his most ironic books. 25 
Conrad's views are full of contradiction and paradox. 26 In 
the face of a universe purely spectacular, offe.ring neither en-
. ) ,, ) 
.. 
couragement nor condemnation, Conrad envisions a strict moral code. 
Out of this paradox between Conrad's view of the world and his 
vit~ of the deep and valid meanings man can draw from it, the 
. . 
values man can create in an amoral universe, arises one of the 
0 
major difficulties of Conrad's fiction. He professe4 fidelity to 
.. , , -
certain traditions (for example, honest service in the ranks), but 
no fidelity to the institutions, such as church and school, which 
,.•l 
.f l 
support the traditions. Therefore, as Mrs. Hay observes, his 
faith did not dep~nd on anything visible, and the reader of his 
novels is sometimes confused and mystified by Conrad~s lack of 
concern about contradictions. He attadks both capitalistic dem-
ocracy and nationalistic socialism -- the two best alternatives 
of modern politics. He is equally unimp"ressed with the theocentric 
and the materialistic world views.27 
His'{aith had only the idea of human solidarity to lean 
and he had no v~ry high opinion of mankind. Conrad often, and 
., 
_· ..... , 
on, 
l 
\, 
·, ,. 
i 
... 
;'t" ' 
I I 1,1. 
,, 
11. 
bitterly, pointed out the stupidity and irrationality of humanity. 
"I respect the Donkey •••.• I seize this occasion to make my pro-
fession of faith. Long ears are eternal, the beginning and the 
end of all things; I find my rest, my peace, in the shadow they 
cast across the desert of my life, my consolation in the melodious 
braying of my master! There you are; what else can you expect? 
~ 28 
One must live when 'one has had the misfortune to be born." In 
his essay, "Autocracy and war," he speaks more sedately, but no 
,,,. 
l_ess bitterly: "To him whose indignation is qualified by a meas-
ure of hope and affection; the efforts of mankind to work its own 
salvation present a sight of alarming comicality •••• They have 
removed war from the list of Heaven-sent visitations that could 
only be prayed against; they have erased its name from the suppli-
cation against the wrath of war, pestilence, and famine ••• they 
have dragged the scourge down from the skies and have made it into 
a calm and regulated institution~- 1!2 9 
Conrad's view of the mind, too, is paradoxical. To Conrad, 
consciousness is ~he beginning of pain and tragedy, and a highly 
developed rational faculty increases the awareness of pain, since 
I 
consciousness confers only feeling but reason allows man°to per-
ceive futility.JO We recall that when Nostromo begins to in~ulge 
in introspection, he loses himself~ Also, the mind is untrust-
worthy. It will betray man, as Razumov is betrayed. 
',, ..... , 
·,, 
·!Ye~ reason is the soul of irony. Only a highly-developed 
rational faculty permits life to be observed ironically. It is at 
first surprising to see an ironist distrusting reason. When, 
however, we remember the multiple vision of the ironist, this 
' ..... ~ /, 
.. 
distrust is not so strange after all. 
However, as Adam Giiilon has noted, Conrad• S' antipathy 
toward the intellect does not entitle his simple men of action to 
special treatment. MacWhirr (Typhoon) and Willems (An Outcast of 
the Islands) are subjected to the horrors of isolation equally 
with the more intellectual heroes.JI It has been claimed that 
Conrad tends ~o choose unimaginative men as his heroes because 
these are the only men he can admire. The argument is that only 
these unimaginative people can be happy, and, since Conrad wants 
his characters to be happy, he makes them unimaginative.J
2 There 
are certain difficulties with this position. First of all, it 
tends to equate lack of imagination with simple-mindedness. But 
the men of intellect may be just as lacking in imagination as the 
simpler men. Heyst (Victory) is a case in point. He does not per-
mit his imagination to become involved with the invaders until it 
is too late for him to defend himself against them. Secondly, Con-~ j'J 
rad succumbs to the happy ending only in his late, inferior, work 
(e.g. Chance). He is not interested in happy people, but in how 
people come to be unhappy. It is true that Conrad seems to show 
some partiality toward the simple men of action. However, it so 
happens that such unimaginative men do not have as much difficulty 
as the intellectuals in acting well (and successfully), since the 
unimaginative are not burdened with romantic illusions. Thus, 
they are not as likely to fall into error as the romantic heroes, 
and Conrad is not called upon t~ question their actions as deeply· 
as he mu&\, for instance, question Razumo,v' s actions. 
In her discussion of Conrad 1 s "psychopolitical theory of 
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art~!' Mrs. Hay quotes an unpublished letter from Conrad ~Q T ~:;Fisher 
Unwin: 110ur c.apti vi ty within the incompr~hens ible logic of acci-
dent is the only fact of the universe ••• while our struggles to 
escape from it -- either through drink or philanthropy; through a 
theory or disbelief' -- makes the comedy and drama of life. 11 JJ 
Earlie~,Conrad had expressed to Mme. Poradowska his belief that 
' life was "wrongside out:~~' adding that this idea was an article of 
faith to which he had resigned himself .J4 Yet he loved life, and 
loved his characters as they fought to find within the incomprehen-
sible logic of accident a wider world. He portrays individual men 
as noble in their st~uggle against themselves, institutions, and 
an :unfe~ling cosmos. Verloc, Vladimir, and Montero are more than 
balanced by Singleton, Mac Whirr, Sophia An tonovna. If he bel ieve·d 
that most of the time man will fail himself or be destroyed, Conrad 
belie~ed also that there is no impossibility of the world 1 s being 
'made good; and more, that men can and sometimes do wring out, cre-
ate, a meaning from their lives. 
that man is essentially good, and able to achieve the social har~ 
mony he envisions, as that man is essentially corrupt, able to 
bring about only misery through his political schemes. Mrs. Hay 
notes Conrad's subtlety in dealing with these two alternatives, 
and quite properly attributes to it the "wildly different conclu-
sions" of critics. She uses Lord Jim as an example, and says that 
the novel "is typical of Conrad's best work, tending as it does 
toward an insoluble paradox of human perfectibility within imper-
fect ion ~· 1-~ J 5 
In yet another paradox, Conrad, a writer, demonstrated 
• 'J ~\· ), -~-·-~ : ,., 
,',·. ,,, 
14. 
little faith in the virtue of words. "You perceive the force o
f 
a word. He who wants to persuade should put his trust not in the
 
right argument, but in, the right word. The power of sound has 
always been greater than the power of sense ... J
6 / He had even less 
faith that "the truth will out.u He wrote, uAnd everybody knows 
the powen of lies which go about clothed in coat_s of many colours
, 
I 
whereas, as is well known, Truth has no such advantage, and for 
that reason is often suppressed as not altogether proper for 
everyday purposes.uJ7 Both linguistic views are important to his
 
work, as is a third, which Thomas Moser mentions: Conrad shows 
how men gain power over others by misusing language, thus fore-
shadowing certain elements of psychological warfare.J
8 In Nostromo 
there is an insane belief in words qua words, with little or no 
meaning attached to them; in both Nostromo and The Secret Agent 
communication of any kind becomes a bitter farce; the lie is a 
major theme in Under Western Eyes. 
We are left with these and other contradictions, but they 
are honest contradictions. If one feels that the 
11 unwearied self-
forgetful attention to every phase of the living universe re-
flected in our consciousness may be our appointed task on this 
earth," one cannot easily or with integrity gloss over any aspe
ct 
of that Life is not logical, nor has man yet proven • universe. 
himself equal to it. We have asked the same questions, suffered 
the same fears and sorrows, done the same splendid and ignoble 
things throughout recorded history. :No law has ever been entire
ly 
just, no crusade entirely pure, yet men have aspired to and suf-
fered sincerely in the name of justice and purity. All this and 
, ' r "~ , . ,., 
·'· 
• -r., 
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much more will be seen by him who wishes to watch "unwearied and 
self-forgetful," and he must make a place for everything in his 
picture. No tidy picture could include it all. 
·_, . ' I 
Beginning with a keen awareness of the indifference of the 
/ 
.universe~and nature to the plight of the individual human being, 
Conrad's philosophy moves subtly and with no great deeree of order 
J 
to a point where institutions (whether of government, religion, 
or business) assume an indifference similar to that of nature, 
but more dangerous. This is one reason Conrad's "sea stories" 
J 
have a sharpness and cleanness not found 'n the stories set on 
1 
land. Nature is indifferent and amoral, wl1ereas there is some-
thing malicious about man-made institutions. They assume for 
Conrad a tainted quality and an immorality that he never sees in 
the natural world. Winnie Verloc and Razumov are taken unfair 
advantage of in a slightly different way than is Jim when he jumps 
f.rom the Patna. All three must count the beginning of their woes 
_/' 
from faults within themselves, but given that, the tragedies of 
Winnie and Razumov have something of the.ugliness of shooting 
fish in a barrel. Although this tainted quality is partially due 
to the sordid settings of The Secret Agent and Under Western Eyes, 
Jim (like Captain ,\Thalley of "The End of the Tethertt) is involved 
with elements of his own personality and with his relationship to 
a tradition he understands and reveres, whereas Winnie and Razum·o:v 
(and Mrs. Gould) are caugl1t in a tangle of interests which they 
can neither influence nor admire. 
~ / 
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Man Alone in an Indifferent Univer~e 
Conrad's famous statement of faith calls for consideration: 
The ethical view of the universe involves us 
at last in so many cruel and absurd contra-
dictions0 where the last vestiges of faith, 
hope 0 charity 0 and even of reason itself 0 seem 
ready to perish 0 that I have come to suspect 
that the aim of creation cannot be ethical at 
allo I ~ould fondly baliewe that its object 
is purely spectacular~ a spectacle for awe, 
loye 0 adoration 0 or hate~ if you lik~ 0 but in 
this vi~w o o o never for d®spair! Those vis-
. 
ions 0 delicious or poignant 0 a~e a mo~al end 
in themselveso The rest is our affair~~ the 
laughter 0 the tearsb the tenderness, the in-
dignation0 the high tranquility of a steeled 
heart 9 ths detached curiosity of a subtle mind--
that Os ou Ir aff a irr ! A'f11d th.ta uni1ea1r i ed self -
forgetful attention----,,to every ph~se of the liv-
ing universe reflected in our consciousness 
may be our appointed task on this earthoJ9 
His capacity for wonder at this spectacle is unlimited, sometimes 
child-like, sometimes sardonic. 
Wilson Follet notes, correctly, that the natural world, 
Conrad's view, is remote from and indifferent to mankind. The 
• in 
face of nature is the face of nothingness. Interestingly enough, 
Conrad does not take the indifference of the universe as suffici-
ent reason for indifference in the spectator. His skepticism 
; 
about the universe is, in fact, the reason for his faith in man. 
~ 
For if the universe is benevolent, then man is horrible. But if 
\ 
the universe is a blank, man can be grand. Man can face the blank 
with dignity, and win meaning from his struggle in the midst of 
nothingness. ~onrad in•ists that despair is futileo 40 And we have, 
more than once, Conrad's word for this. "It must not be supposed 
,J 
';.-f 
that I claim for the artist in fiction the freedom of moral Nihil-
ism •••• That frame of mind is not the proper one in which to 
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approach seriously the art of fiction •••• To ~e hopeful in an,i 
!.:t 
artistic sense it is not necessary to think that the world is good. 
It is enough to believe that there is no impossibility of its be-
ing made so. 1141 
,, 
Out of the idea of an indifferent universe grows the concept 
of isolation. Man, alone in nature, is also alone among his fel-
' 
lows. Nostromo is alone in his glory, as later i~ his • crime. Very 
often, since Conrad believed that "Each act of life is final and !ri 
inevitably produces its consequences in spite of all the weeping 
,7 
and gnashing of teeth and the sorrow of weak souls who suffer as 
fright grips them when confronted with the results of their own 
actions~~ 2 his characteFs are alone beiause of some crime (Razumov) 
or offense against humanity (Decoud 1 s arrogant skepticism). At 
other times a character is alone by virtue of his position, like 
Captain MacWhirr. Again, a character may be isolated from oth•~s 
by heightened sensitivity (Mrs. Gould). 
Unable to communicate with others of his kind or with a ben-
evolent unive~se. man is trapped within himself. In a letter to 
David ~leldrum, Conrad speaks of uthat fate we carry within us. u4J 
And Morton o. Zabel, discussing the way the trapped man became 
Conrad's special study, shows that the isolated man can never es-
cape, since he is trapped within himselr. 44 
The characters are the carriers of their own fates and can-
not escape themselves. This is emphasized by the fact that Con-
rad's heroes are often idealistic egoists, and the idealistic 
egoist, as Thomas Moser has pointed out, is subject to moral 
(' 
failure because he tends to delude himself.- He rationalizes his 
.,. 
~.' ' 1·,, \I r • , ,, 
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.. 
own desires by hiding them in an ideal. Conrad states the theme 
clearly in Nostromo, when Decoud analyzes Gould
1 s idealistic 
self-deception. And Razumov persuades himself that his betrayal , . ' 
f H ld · · t · t · t 
4 
.5 o ~ a in is a pa rio 1c ac • 
Conrad sees the revolutionary as an idealistic egoist who 
considers the ideal society more important than the suffering 
which realization of the ideal society would bring to uninvolved 
individuals. 
" 
Egoism can easily become a sin against the ideal of human ) 
solidarity·, and Conrad investigates egoism as the motive behind 
criminal behavior, as well as the motive behind positive social 
action.46 There is a close connection between egoism and isola-
tion. Moser feels that isolation is largely self~imposed; the 
isolated, or vulnerable, heroes are egoists, their desires and 
~actions 'directed toward selfish gratification rather than toward 
. 1-~n 
other people or 11 the ranks. 1147 The point is certainly valid. 
Nevertheless, I think isolation • J.S t in Conrad's view, part of the 
human condition. Mrs. Gould is not an egoist, nor is her loneli~ 
ness self-imposed. She does seek "a dutiful place in the ranks," 
failing more because of her husband's changed conception of duty 
/ 
than because of any weakness in herself. On the other hand, Mrs. 
Gould's situatiora supports the argument that egoism is usually the 
motive for action, since she rarely acts • 
.... Illusion is another aspect of egoism. His purely personal 
vision blinds the cl1aracter,. causing him to act in reference to a 
largely imaginary world. Very few of Conrad's romantic heroes 
48 
find the romantic dream capable of sustaining them. (The idea 
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that action, if it is to be successful, must be in accordance with .. 
/.I"'\"-:_:..• • 
.. "reality" wil,l be discus.sed further in connection with Nostromo.) ,,.---
The ironist· sees reality through a multiple viewpoint and is 
opposed to any that is single, and therefore limiting. The broad-
~er his view, the better chance a C·haracter has of acting in accor~d-
) 
ance with reality~ A man burdened by illusions has, necessarily,~ 
a more limited vision than a man who can see life without precon-
cet1'ctions. 
• 
, :· In the face of terrible isolation, what can sustain man? 
Fidelity can sustain him -- fidelity to the job, to honorable trad-
itions, and to other human beings.49 Primarily it is fidelity to 
others, to the ideal of human solidarity. Human solidarity is 
all we have with which to meet nothingness, and it alone can give 
meaning to life. Affirmation of solidarity is affirmation of man, 
and he who sins against solidarity is outcast. Jim's failure (as 
\ 
Mrs. Hay remarks50) was not cowardice but an offense against the 
whole of humanity, represented by the pilgrims. Razumov, too, re-
jects the idea of solidarity when he betrays Haldin, and this is, 
for Conrad, the ultimate crime. Charles Gould's sin is the same, 
for when his devotion shifts from men to the mine he has ·subs ti tu-
ted a means for the end and thus abandoned mankind. 
The concept of solidarity enables Conrad to snatch hope out 
of potential despair in the face of an indifferent universe. True, 
as Walter Wright mentions, Conrad's characters affirm human solid-
arity both because they love mankind and because they fear isola-
tion.51 Moreover, Frederick E. Maser points out that, in the sea 
stories, men are united by the necessity of working together in 
·- ··, . 
" ..
'"j 
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order to survive, as well as by a sense of kinship. At sea (more 
clearly, perhaps, than on land) society depends on cooperation and 
unity -- solidarity -- for its very existence. Mutiny (anarchy) 
threatens the possibility of continued existence.5
2 Even so, 
Gillon argues, the value of solidarity as an ideal is not impaired 
by utilitarian considerations. His point is debatable. Gillon 
finds Conrad 1 s isolates to be an affirmation, not a negation, of 
human solidarity, because their very loneliness shows that~ "For 
.-. ..-:"" 
men with even an elementary sense of right and wrong there is no 
escape from mankind, because there is no escape from themselves." 
Criminals, degenerates, men who, like Gould, have lost their sense 
of. ( or desire for) communion with their fellows, can live alone 
I 
without acute suffering, but the man who retains his humanness 
cannot. In Conrad's books, every negation of solidarity is pun-
ished. The worst of crimes is "failure to be loyal :.n betrayal· t . t 
the highest virtue is fidelity. His books are studies in treach-
ery and loyalty.5J 
The vision of solidarity has usually been taken as an affirm-
ation of human value in the face of an indifferent universe. 
Irving Howe obj~cts to this • view, though on the grounds that, 
Conrad strives for solidarity and believes it necessary, it is 
never achieved, Bspecially in the political novels, Howe maintains, 
the dream of human.solidarity is a farce.54 Howe's position can-
not be accepted without quali6tc•tion. The ideal society is ·never 
achieved, but Razumov 1 s final confession is a step toward solid-
arity, as is Mrs. Gould's unfailing concern for the individual 
human being. When the idea of solidarity becomes specific, it 
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ma~ifests itself as devotion to the job well done, the honorable 
taking of one's place "in the ranks." Conrad wrote, to Mme. Pora-
dowska: 11 \vhen one wel 1 understands that in ones elf one is no thing 
and that a man is worth neither more nor less than the work he 
r. 
accomplishes ,with honesty of purpose and means, and within the 
strict limits of his duty toward society, only then is one the 
master of his conscience, with the right to call himself a man. n.5.5 
Bdward Crankshaw seems to sugges·t that devotion to some 
exterior goal may be a defense against egoism. The point is well 
I 
taken. He adds that all the characters Conrad handles sympathet-
ically have in common a sense of responsibility towards something --
a passion or a conception of life -- outside themselves. He uses 
the Professor in The Secret Agent as an example. for the Profes-
sor's passion somewhat mitigates, in canrad 1 s eyes, his madness 
and ugliness.56 Oliver Warner makes a further point regarding 
devoted service in the ranks. True service implies discipline 
and responsibility. Conrad found revolutionaries deficient • in, 
and unconcerned about, the subtleties of responsibility.17 
The character 1s devotion to human solidarity must be tested, 
and so the situation of the test is central to Conrad 1 s writing. 
Often, like Razumov, a character fails the test of his devotion 
to solidarity a~d thereafter struggles to redeem himself. In 
other cases, as with Mr. Verloc, the character is unaware of both 
the test and the crime. Isolation is the condition under which 
the test takes place. This is fitting, since the ideal of solid-
arity is Conrad's answer to universal isolation. 
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Conrad's political opinions throw additional light on his 
II 
concept of isolation, as Mrs. H~f shows. Each individual's life, 
Conrad felt, contains those same elements of commitment and with-
drawal found in the political dilemma that faces modern man. Con-
rad 1 s deep concern with isolation 
of man's necessary involvement in 
thus conditions 
.58 
society. 
his awareness 
Governments and Politics: Necessary Evils 
'k 
J 
When Oliver "\varner remarks: "inde-pendently of anything 
[conra~.7 wrote ~bout the sea, he was a major novelist, 1159 he 
refers primarily to the political novels, Nostromo, The secret 
·Agent, and Under Western Eyes. Since the maJ,or portion of this 
study will deal with those novels, it is necessary to have an 
understanding of Conrad's attitude toward politics. This attitude 
is mixed, somewhat paradoxical, and the focus of much critical 
discussion. In Conrad's view, politics and governments are nee-
es sa1·y evils. Anarchism is worse than government. In an essay on 
Anatole France, he praised France for perceiving that "rJolitical 
institutions, whether contrived by the wisdom of the few or 
the ignorance of the many~ are incapable of securing the hap-
.i-
. u60 1 11 . piness of mankind. Mrs. Hay heps i um1nate the statement: 
If the state fails to make obtainable ."the good life," the state 
has no justification for its existence. Yet, in Under Western 
Eyes, "the good life" is symbolized by the figure of a winged 
youth, a fugitive; in Nostromo "the good life," achieved at 
tragic cost, is good for very few of the characters and, in any 
..... ---.. 
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case, . t tl t t db · ·1 ct· t b 61 is cons an y hrea ene y c1v1 is ur ances. (I take 
Mrs. Hay's term, "the good life~·u to mean that peaceful and moral 
life which a good man could make for himself in a peaceful and 
moral society.) In his essay, "Autocracy and War, u Conrad states: 
"Every form of legality is bound to degenerate into oppression, 
and the legality in the forms of monarchical institutions sooner, 
'*°" perhaps, than any other."· Also in "Autocracy and War," wa find an 
idea central to his political novels: \s soon as any idea leaves 
the realm of theory and comes to grips Juth the practical world, 
whatever "virtue" the idea originally had is lost.6 2 Like man in 
his other roles, man as political animal .has the potential for 
t 
great good and great evil, ~ut the potential for good is almost 
certain to be corrupted by polit~cs and society, whereas the po-
tential for evil is greatly increased by the possession of power. 
Conrad is keenly,and sometimes indignantly, aware of the 
ironic necessities which political circumstances impose on essen-
tially non-political people. He moves, with ever-increasing cyni-
cism, from a vision of men shaping history to one of history mer-
cilessly shaping men. Jim (Lord Jim) creates a small society on 
Patusan; Razumov 1 s life is taken out of his control before he 
realizes what has happened.6J 
Irving Howe's interpretation of Conrad's political thought 
differs considerably from Mrs. Hay 1s, and constitutes a major 
criticism of the political novels. He· feels that Conrad's famous 
definition of revolutionary success ("hopes grotesquely betrayed, 
ideals caricatured'') is too sweeping and too complacent 0 and that 
it labels all revolutions as futile. In Under Western Eyes, this 
I 
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definition leads Conrad to equate the tyra~ts with the rebels, and 
C" 
Conrad I s s ta temen t tl1.a t both Hal din and· the government are tain tec:t 
by "the cynicism of oppression and revolt'.' reveals Conrad's basic 
• I ' 
11middle-class smugness." The dramatic integrity of the book is 
flawed by the author's unrestrained antipathy towards the revolu-
. . 64 t1onar 1.es. Howe's position • ]. s t at best, one·-sided, and ig.nores 
the fact that Conrad did see a strong resemblance between oppres-
~nd oppressed, in that both gr~ups ~came, in his eyes, dehum-
~ '\ 
an ized and morally co·rrupt. One can hardly criticize an author, 
from a literary standpoint, for having expressed his conviction 
in his work. Howe confuses intellectual disagreement_with artis-
-
tic failure. He accuses Conrad of political bias, but Howe's case 
-
is greatly weakened by his own prejudices. There is no doubt that 
Conrad hated Russia, but in Under Western Eyes he carfully dis-
tinguishes between Russia and Russians. 
Mrs. Hay finds that the sailing ship presented itself to 
Conrad as ''the model of a stable social order, based on a 
sensible reciprocity of services, with honors allotted on the basis 
of vocation and merit. li 65 She neglects to note that the society 
on board ship is totalitarian, with both ship and men at the mercy 
of a captain 1 s caprice or incompetence. Conrad was ,unalterabiy ,· 
opposed to totalitarianism, and fervently attached to the old 
Polish government, in which every single member of the legisla-
ture possessed veto power. Nevertheless, Mrs. Hay concludes that 
Conrad saw, operating on board English ships, the stable, sensible, 
free society his father had envisior1ed.: I agree, insofar as ~Irs. 
Hay is speculating about the attraction of the sea for Conrad. 
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But, it· we accept her conjecture as substantially correct, we mus"' 
then find the man who fought illusion all his life guilty of a ro-
mantic attachment which blinded him to very obvious realities of 
sailing life. 
Conrad regards material interests in substantially the same 
light as politics. Neither is capable of bringing justice or hap-
\ 
piness to man. They are illusions, especially dangerous because, 
, in their attractiveness and promise of that other illu·sion, "pro-
..::.':). 
gress, 11 they capture even such intelligent and well-meaning men as 
Gould. Conrad wrote: "Industrialism and con1mercialism -- wearing 
high-sounding names in many,languages • • • picking up coins be-
hind the severe and disdainful figure-of science ••• stand ready, 
almost eager, to appeal to the sword as soon as the globe of the 
earth has shrunk beneath our growing numbessby another ell or so. 
J 
..,.),.- . - . -· ..... 
And democracy, which has elected to pin its faith to the suprem-
acy of material interests, will hal~ to fight their battles to the 
bitter end, on .a mere pittance •••• 1166 In the end, 11 Progress. 
leaves its dead by the way, for progress is only a great adventure 
as its leaders and chiefs know very well in their hearts. It is 
a march into an undiscovered country; and in such an enterprise 
the victims do not count."67 
Conrad was politically conservative, and somewhat aloof from 
current politics. He did not vote. In general, he opposed the 
trends of the times, and even his anti-imperialism was a reflec- ~ 
tion of his conservatism, for he saw imperialism threatening his 
cherished (though by no means naive) belief in British virtUei~ 
~- I 
His conservatism, however, did n110t lessen his insistence on the 
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multiple viewpoint. Conrad scorns complacency and revolt equally. 
~oser points out the presence, in many of the novels, of a group 
of background people, like the citizens of Geneva in Under West-
ern Eyes, whose security is a result of their never having been 
. 
tested. Jim's people (Lord Jim) are the idealized "solid folk of 
England." On the other hand, Moser maintains, Conrad raises 
doubts as to their moral superiority when he contrasts their' com-
fortable safety to Jim's suffering. 68 I am not certain that it 
is Conrad who raises serious doubts as to, their superiority. The 
mid-twentieth century reader doubts their- sup,.er..iority because he 
has seen how dangerous the idea of a "separate peace," political 
or moral, can be. 
Conrad's attitude toward revolutionaries has provided a 
qappy hunting ground £or biographical criticism. His father was 
a leader of Polish resistance against Russia, exiled as a conse-
quence of his activities in a Polish uprising -- usually referred 
to as a revolution. Interestingly enough, Conrad insisted that 
-Apollo Korzeniowski was not a rifvolutionary and that th:e: op}J'a,sing 
a revolt against foreign domination, not a revolution against a 
legal government~ The grounds on which Conrad defends his father 
from the charge of being a revolutionary are enlighteningo "No 
epithet could be more inapplicable to a man with such a strong 
sense of responsibility in the region of ideas and action and so 
I 
was 
indifferent to the p"'romptings of personal ambition as my father." 
This defense substantiates Mrs. Hay• s point in reference to Conrad I s 
statement that "The revolutionary spirit is mighty convenient in 
this, that it frees one from all scruples as regards ideas. 116 9 
such scruples distinguish the good man or society from the bad.JO 
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"· 
It should be noted that Conrad's frequently-alleged (espec-
ially by Ho,-1e) "one-sidedness" concerning revolutionaries is ade-
quately explained by tl1ree facts. First, Conrad had litt
le enough 
faith in any form of pQlitical idealism. Second, the single-mind-, 
I 
( • J 
edness necessary to a f,volutionary's continued activit
y (Sophia 
Antonovna, or Antonia Avellanos) is suspect to the ironist; and 
has, in fact, a tendency to spring from on··· result in mon
omania 
(Professor X, or Karl Yundt). 71 Third, and very important, is a 
matter of historical accuracy noted by ~1rs. Hay. \fuen c"
'onrad spoke 
of r~volution he had in mind the socialist revolution deve
loping 
72 
underground in Euror)e _during his lifetime. 
We have noted the emphasis on multiple vision in Conr
ad's 
or..,....._.._......,,_, 
"'~ 
,&{-" ....... 
think.ing, and the- resulting paradoxes. His approach' to a
 subjiect 
is , f o r a 11 t1 i s con t empt o f " s c i en c e , " s c i en t if i c • I-I e o 
b s er v es , 
thinks through what he has seen, and refuses to accept an
 answer 
73 
which does not account for all the facts. An example o
f his I 
approach illustrates his refusal to generalize, or to re
ly on un-
examined truism~ "class for me is by definition a l1ate
ful thing. 
r-
The only class really worth consideration is the class of
 honest. 
and able men, to whatever sphere of human activity ·they b
elong --
that 
idle 
• 
1.S t 
men; 
the class of workers throughout the nation. There may be 
but such a thing as an idle class is not thinkable. 
1174 
In conclusion, the student of Conrad must remember that, 
although ionrad saw government and politics as evils, he saw
 
them as necessary evils. By nature, he believed, man is
 a 
political animai. 75 In the area of human institutions, the 
isolate is separated from the politically defined communi
ty, 
and most of Conrad's isolated characters attempt either 
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to return to the community or to establish one of their own, like 
Jim, Lingard, or Kurtz. 
II 
Nostromo 
Treacherous Abstractions and the S~ngle System 
Irony in Nostromo is all-pervasive. Conrad has used it to 
\ 
illuminate, to unify, to err~ertain. The terms of the novel become 
clear only in the light of irony. We find here tragic irony (Vio-
la, thinking to shoot the man who has come to steal his daughter, 
accidentally kills the trusted Nostromo, who has come to steal sil-
r~ C 
ver but plans to take the daughter as well), comic irony (Pedro 
Montero 1 s belief in historical novels), t~ony of success (Mrs. 
Gould 1 s desire to help he·r husband succeed with the mine, which 
robs her of his attention), ironic puns (the Placid Gulf, Costa-
guana), and irony of accident (the troop ship accidentally hits 
the lighter carrying the silver Sotillo seeks). 
However, the major ironies of Nostromo fall into a fairly 
clear pattern, relating to the treacherous abstractions which are 
absolutely necessary to society and to the individual; and which 
are too abstract and/or limited to functi~n adequately for society 
or the individual.~ Most of the time a system or viewpoint acts 
as a blinder and helps the person close his eyes to those facets 
of a situation which do not corroborate his point of view. When 
the system fails, the blinders are knocked aside: the person is in 
trouble. Like the knights whose armor was so heavy they were 
/ 
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helpless without their horses, we create things for our safety 
.which then betray us. 
In the following discussion, the word ,''system" will be used 
in referring to an individual's conception of reality and the tech-
niques he adopts for dealing with it. "system" suggests the 
rational quality of the processes through which the individual 
moves, whether or not he is aware of doingaso, in evolving an atti-
•· tude toward e~ternal events. The wor~ also suggests the mechani-k 
', 
cal way in which most people tend to respond to situations in 
terms of their attitudes toward life. This is not to say people 
,f3. 
should not have systems. They must impose some order on chaos. 
But Conrad is not offering any answers. He is saying people 
shouldn't put too much faith in their systems. Perhaps suct1 a 
''message" may seem inconclusive, but I do not think an author must 
necessarily answer the questions he raises • In many cases, and 
... 
especially for a man who has saj.d, ''where is the thing, institution 
or principle which I do not doubt?!"
2 this would be dishonest. 
[n Nostromo, the ironic treatment of these treacherous ab-
stractions is loosely patterned as follows: The individual's sys-
tern betrays him. Betrayal is made possible by a failure in com-
munication, either between individuals or between external reality 
and a system. (A system will be mo~e or less successful accord-.. 
ing to the degree of its fidelity to external reality.) Failure 
of communication is symbolized by the ironic treatment of belief 
in words. 
I<) 
Most of the i~onic patterns Conrad explored in his ear1·1er 
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work are drawn tQgether in Nostromo into a coherent, though very 
complex, whole. The ironic gap between desire and ca
pacity, the 
failure of people to cpmmunicate, and the irony of su
ccess serve 
to support and underscore the ironic treatment of the
 attitudes 
toward life expressed by the characters. In Nostromo
, as in much 
of Conrad 1 s work, irony is u~ed toibring.home "
the plight 
of the solitary consciousn~ss in a world not amenable-
·to reason, 
of the mind in servitude to emotion and accident."J<-o~ 
Again, as 
~ 
perhaps he showed most clearly prior to this time in 
Lord Jim, 
Conrad suggests that no code, no single truth, is suf
ficient for 
man. 
.J-~-~---
Conrad uses irony, consistently, to reveal the weakne
sses 
of men's tools and systems. The brave Jim jumps. This is ironic. 
On another level it becomes a comment on the limitati
ons of ro-
mantic idealism because Jim had pictured himself as p
erforming 
heroically in emergencies. Taken together with other
 such comments 
it becomes a statement about the human condition. Ji
m's romantic 
idealism failed him when the real emergency arose. I
n the same 
way, any limited system will be found inadequate to t
he exigencies 
of life because a limited view does not take into acc
ount the many 
facets of reality. Nostromo enlarges upon the ironi
c viewpoint 
thus established in the earlier books. 
Conrad's statement is very stern, but not despairing.
 He 
has a kind of answer: 11 In the destructive .element i
mmerse. u4 
Immersion, wnether into action or, as Zabel interpret
s it, 91 moral 
reality," or into love of the job well done (affirmation of human ,, 
solidarity), however tentative, will not so much save as sustain.
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Mrs. Gould will keep on with her schools and hospitals. Dr. Monyg-
ham will continue faithful to her. There will be new sorrows, 
other kinds of revolutions. In the vision Conrad presents, man 
cannot hope to solve his problems, since his solutions create new 
problems; but he can hope to achieve some kind of balance, some 
synthesis. The fact that the synthesis becomes the new and doomed 
~ thesis need not break our hearts. That is the human condition. and 
within it there is room for love and loyalty, those glorious achieve-
ments which make it all worthwhile. 
The man who, thinking he has a solution. will not content 
,, 
himself with humble synthesis (Decoud, for example), is bound to 
receive ironic treatment at Conrad's hands. Conrad sees the attempt 
at solution as noble, but if he were to accept the solution reached 
uncritically, his work would become sentimental. And if he were 
too harsh he~ould be false to his belief in human dignity. By 
and large, Con rad I s characters do not mean badly. But good in t:,en-
tions, in his work, do at least as much damage as evil intentions • 
Heys t, for Feasons perfectly good in terms of his system, permits 
the invaders to get the upper hand. The basis of Conrad's irony 
is this gap between intent and consequence, between desire and 
capacity. 
If Conrad treats ironically the gap between human intent 
' ·-~ 
and consequence, he treats the intentions almost equally ironic-
ally. The irony is subtly achieved by the way in which Conrad 
places man in an indifferent universe. In Nostromo the silent 
landscape is a recurring motif. Gulf, islands, headlands, sea 
and sky frame tl1e tumultuous activities in Costaguana. Linda's 
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cry rings out across the sea and dies away, and the surrounding 
silence passes ironic judgment on mankind. Higuerota looms in 
the background, and occasional narrative comments seem to come 
from the vantage point of the mountain. On the day of the riot, 
"the movements • w r 11· ke t· dw rf •• e e iny a s •• • under the moun~ 
tain that seemed a colossal embodiment of silence. 11 5 "The sun of 
Pedrito 8 s entry into Sulaco, the last sun of.Senor Hirsch's life, 
the first of Oecoud 1 s solitude· ••• passed over the Albergo/ 
d'Italia Una •••• The tinkling drip-drip of the filter had LJ 
ceased. 11 6 These comments serve to emphasize the indifferent uni-
verse, and to make all human effort seem puny and unavailing, al-
most an intrusion into the calm silence of nature. 
The effect is strengthened by the manner of narration. There 
is an impersonal, omniscient narrator who sees all and is not im-
pressed; a letter written by the man who inspired the Occidental 
Republic's stormy birth and died of solitude imposed upon him by 
his status as political refugee from a country his efforts had al-
ready destroyed; and the gui·de-b,ook style and guide-book compre-
hension of Captain Mitchell.7 All this serves to impart a certain 
objectivity to events in Costaguana. And why not? After all, in 
this story of love and death, betrayal, revolution, and despair, 
nothing is proved and nothing solved. It is all to be gone through 
again. The logic which constitut~sthe "justice" of "material in-
terests" will continue to have,,,its say, women will love, men die, 
and dreams come crashing down. Thus the ironic frame, and the 
narrative techniques which themselves constitute a subtle irony: 
a subjectively involved narrator could not convey this novel's· 
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statement on the futility of man and his systems. 
The abstractions made by society are as treacherous as 
!;., 
those made by individuals. Treasure is generally considered con-
ducive to happiness, but Mrs. Gould says, "Isn I t there enough 
treasure without /the silver on the lighter? to make everybody in 
-
-
the world miserable7 118 The mine, supposed to bring peace and pros-
perity to Costaguana and make better the lives of men, becomes a 
destructive force. Just as the silver fails to accomplish what is 
expected of it, so the other systems, public and private, fail. 
The mine, closed time and again, is opened time and again. In the 
same way, people see 
ent upon them. 
their systems fail and still continue depend -
\~ 
It was Conrad's opinion that institutions grew out of human 
nature; institutions could not be changed before human nature was.9 
In Nostromo, Conrad argues that men must -~,r'.elinquish their depend-
ence on old platitudes and panaceas. This, apart from Conrad's 
philosophical bias and his artistic purposes, constitutes the rea-
son for the ironic approach to systems in Nostromo. Revolutions, 
proclamations, material interests, are abstractions, systems, no 
less than skepticism or "Fear notl1ing, develop the country, work, 
work! 1110 They provide a relatively simple way of looking at real-
ity. Decoud likes a "clearly defined situation. 11n The very struc-
ture of the novel gives the lie to any simple view of reality, and 
irony is employed to strengthen this repudiation of the simple 
(partial) point of view. This also ties in very closely with the 
ironic treatment of belief in words. 
Many critics have seen the silver as the center of the book. 
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Donald Davidson, offering a refutation to Wilson Follet, analyzes 
the complex use of inversion which enables Nostromo 1 s character 
(not the silver) to dominate. Davidson shows that the lives of 
all the other characters intersect with Nostromo 1 s life; every 
character, and every institution, is affected by Nostromo 1 s act-
12 ions. A significant group of critics, however, finds the silver 
dominant •1 J 
I qo not agree with interpretations that woula have tne 
silver a living thing, malevolent, corrupting mankind. The silver 
is another of' s·odety 1 s abstractions and becomes in the course of 
the novel, and in the terms of the novel, almost a symbol of other 
similar abstractions. Silver has only such value as men assign to 
it. The chief engineer correctly says, "Upon my word, Doctor, 
things seem to be worth nothing by what they are in themselves. I 
begin to believe that the only solid thing about them is the spir-
itual value which everyone discovers in his own form of activity.
1114 
The silver is morally neutral. Charles Gould, idealist, needs 
something for his ideal.s to fasten upon. The mine didn't bewitch 
him all by itself -- Charles was prepared to be bewitched. Mrs. 
Gould believes the mine has stolen her husband, and thus she does 
not have to admit that if there had been no mine he would have 
found something else. The narrator shrewdly comments on Charles: 
"For his action the mine was obviously tl1.e only field. • • • 
It is a field for his action. And Nostromo was not corrupted by 
silver but by the hollowness of living only in the eyes of others. 
Realizing this void, and feeling betrayed both by it (as a result 
of his system) and by the blancos (as a result of theirs), he 
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Sotillo was not seduced by silver but by the belief that possess-
ing it would advance his career. The silver is a means. It may 
be used corruptly, it may be mistaken more easily than other means 
~· for the end, but the characters are corrupted by their own person-
alities and predispositions rather than by silver. 
The fact that so many of the characters comei,to see silver 
) 
as an end in i.tself is a highly ironic comment on t.he extent of 
their acceptance of abstractions. When Mrs. Gould refuses to hear 
where the silver is, she reveals that she, too, has come to see it 
as a cause of weakness and folly. It is an easy symbol, and re-
lieves the characters of the necessity for looking deep into them-
selves and realizing the horrors of which they are capable. Along 
with the abstractions of revolution and society, it forms a major 
area of the ironic treatment of systems in Nostromo. 
Decoud, the man who has no faith in the efficacy of politi-
cal action, suggests revolution. This is a good example of man's 
l~ 
"· stubborn dependency on abstr~ctions. Revolutions have plagued 
Costaguana. At the end of the book Decoud 1 s revolution has been 
successful and another is being discussed. Past revolutions did 
more harm than good, and Conrad strongly hints this one is no dif-
ferent. As long as means justify ends, as long as Gould sanctions 
bribery to bring about a new justice, and revolution to ensure 
peace, there is little hope. Conrad points to a need for men to 
change their means if they hope for a different result. This blind 
clinging to the same old means, in the light of the characters' 
noble desires, is the height of irony. 
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The attack on systems is relentless. Nostromo believes 
that only he is _strong enough to bear the secret of the silver and 
the penance imposed on him for his sins in aiding the follies of 
the hombres finos (e.g., refusing to get a priest for Viola's . 
wife). As soon as this belief is challenged by his realization 
that neithetjhe nor the silver is important to the hombres finos, 
he begins to disintegrate. He considered his life significant 
only insofar as it was observed and admired by others, so that 
~ 
when their eyes are closed to him he ceases to eiist. "The last 
act he had performed in Sulaco was in complete harmony with his 
vanity, and as such perfectly genuine. • •• But this awakening in 
solitude ••• was more like the end of things. The necessity of 
living concealed ••• made everything that had gone before for 
years appear vain and foolish, like a flattering dream come sud-
16 
denly to an end. 11 The "terror of all the thieves of the town" 
becomes a thief. (Gillon points out the irony of the fact that 
Nostromo becomes a thief in order to retain the world
1
~ belief in 
his incorruptibility. He probably would not have stolen the sil-
ver if he had known how the ingots Decoud sank himself with had 
disappeared • 1 7) Nos tromo boa·s,ted that no-one need fear that ttr 
shall linger on earth after I am dead, like thosegringos that 
haunt the Azuera, irlB and in the end, spiritually dead, he haunts 
the silver like those gringos.19 
Like the silver, Nostromo has been important for the uses 
to which he can be put. Roger_ Cox's interpretation of "nostromo" 
as "boatswain" is all well and good, but his dismissa:h of "our 
man" as a somewhat irrelevant pun seems unwarranted.
20 we have seen 
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Conrad pun before, and with some point (L.ord Jim and ttability in 
the abstract") and this pun is certainly appropriate to Nostromo 1 s 
condition. He has been duped, by his system, which leads him to 
misinterpret the feelings of the blancos toward him, and after this 
betrayal has nothing to fall back on except the "incorruptible 
metal." Silver being symbolic of the exploitative tendencies in 
man, the thing which can be used,. and Nostromo beginning to see him-
self as a thing, exploited, he tries to reassert his ·humanity by 
taking refuge in the abstraction of wealth. It is no more effec~ 
tive than revolution. 
The ironic pattern of dependency on systems and abstrac~ions 
is taken up on another level with the pattern of belief in words. 
Belief in words works in several ways. Firs~,it leads to misunder-
standing, as with Mrs. Gould's tragic assumption that when she and 
Charles say "progresstt they mean the same thing. Second, a char-
acter's belief in words, as in a system. leads him too far from 
reality to retrace his steps. Don Juste Lopez's idea was to pro-
pitiate Monte1 ... o, "in order to save the form at least of parlia-
mentary institutions." Words are considered almost to have m~gi-
cal powers: "a piece of official writing turning a bandit into a 
general in a last official act of the Ribierist party, whose watch-
21 words were honesty, peace, and progress." Ironipally, the char-
acters who attach such power to the word do not always know~hat 
it means. 1'-lontero beli~ves that uthe highest expression of demo-
. C 
. u22 cracy is aesarism. 
Nostromo depicts a society lost in abstractions. Therefore, 
it is proper that this ~ocidty should be insanely infatuated with 
,.,1'· .. ·· .'·- . ,•. ;·, : ',• . .. .•.• _1 :~ ' : ' 
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words. 11 It was as if something subtle in the air of Costaguana 
had inoculated Lthe chief enginee!7 with the local 1aith in pro-
nuncian1entos.112J "Like most of his countrymen, Lsotill2.,.7 was car-
ried away by the sound of fine words ••• n24 Even Decoud writes • 
a proclamation. Ile has it in his pocket when he dies in the "com-
plete collapse of every resolve, intention, and hope." Viola, 
lulled by talk, faiis to realize the extenti~O which he betrays 
his tdeals when he 1 ives under the "king of sulaco II and keeps 
~ 
his daughter a prisoner. 
Leo Gurko states the case well: "Centra·l to Conrad I s ideo-
logy is the failure of ideology -- whether sentimental liberalism, 
anarchism, imper-ialism, nihilism, capitalism, or even nationalism. 
Co~tag~an~~: is strewn with the wreckage of formal programs for 
social betterment •• • • u 2.5 It is strewn also with the wreckage 
of individual systems. Both individuals and groups are betrayed 
' 
by the systems and abstrac~ions by which they try to livee The ul-
\ 
/ 
timate irony is the necessity of systems and abstractions. Through 
this paradox Conrad illuminates his concept of the human· condition, 
and seems to say that man and society must try to come to terms 
with paradox. This is the major purpose of irony in Nostromo. It 
provides, too, a helpful approach to Conrad's use of irony in other 
books. 
Just as the abstractions of eeciety at large are treated 
ironically, so are the systems of individual characters. Conrad 
presents character with terrible irony. Antonia, who sees the 
solution to problems in revolution, loses both Decoud and her 
father in the revolution, then goes on to plan another one. Don 
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Juste Lopez is willing to surrender to the dictator Montero, 
11 in 
order .to save the form at least of parliamentary institutions.
1126 
On one of the most important days of his life, while he is hot on 
the trail of a fortune in silver, Sotillo tries to steal Captain 
Mitchell's watch; and on the day he takes sulaco, Montero worries 
about arrangements for his siesta. Viola, the apostle of liberty, 
cannot live under a king. Yet he enjoy~ the special protection of 
the "king of Sulaco. 11 One of the novel's major ironies is tl1e 
fact that the revolutionary tradition Viola stands for produced 
the'South America represented bi C~staguana.
27 
The Tyranny of Material Interests 
In the Sulaco of Nostromo, financial power is replacing and 
creating political power. (Though very little emphasis should be 
placed on it, Holroyd 1 s name may suggest the{:cepter of kings who 
rule by di vine right.) Holroyd builds church~ ·and, old Viola re-
fuses to enter a church; and Holroyd believes in the manifest des-
tiny of American business. The terms are different, but not the 
facts to which they refer. A king must have an orderly kingdom if 
he is to retain power, as must a businessman operate in an orderly 
state. 
In this the order established by Holroyd, Gould, and • v1.ew, 
the San Tom, Mine is not much different from the fifteen years un-
der Gtlzman Bento "of fearful memory." 
/ And Guzman Bento brought;· 
the stability that helped the mine get on its feet. Is there not 
an ironic glance at the future in the suggestion,·that now the mine 
ensures peace an·d order? Conrad strongly hints that if the methods 
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are different and the rule infinitely more humane, still, perhaps, 
in the long run there is little significant difference between the 
rule of material interests and of tyrants. Holroyd warns that lie 
will cease his support if the mine gets into serious trouble, Gould 
bribes the government and takes part in the revolution, the rail-
way man is willing (though only as a last resort) to take his right 
of w-ay by force. 
Gould has had to bribe the previous dictators, and.while 
the Ribiera administration is quite enlightened and humane, Irving 
Howe makes a telling point: The Blancos are men who understand 
/ 
"The conditions of civilized business." Gould could expect to 
find a Blanco government extremely reasonable. 28 Gould has avoided 
his father's mistake and is careful not to be found lacking in co-
operativeness. Now, although surely he doesn't realize it, he is 
reversing the situation his father faced by choosing a co-opera-
tive government. Previously the government chose co-operative bus-
• 1nessmen. 
The only real hope for the country seems to be in Mrs. 
Gould's schools and hospitals. She sees things in terms of indiv-
idual human beings~- an old man who needs glasses, a despairing 
girlo She resembles Tekla ~f Under Western Byes, although Mrs. 
Gould tries to aid people before they are beyond help. Of course, 
her approach is not an answer to the problems facing Costaguana. 
l 
There are too many human beings, and conditions in general must 
be improved before very many individuals can help themselves· or 
. others to any significant degree. At the same time, Mrs. Gould 1 s 
approach is the pnly hope offered in Nostromo for mitigating the 
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de-humanizing aspects of progress. 
On the other hand, her marriage throws her philosophy into 
a terribly ironic light. Mrs. Gould saw the mine as a means and 
thought her husband saw it in the same way. But to Charles it be-
came an end in itself: political progress is desirable because it 
will benefit the mine, rather than vice versa. Charles' attitude 
toward the mine destroys the marriage. (However, Mrs. Hay men-
tions one aspect of the marriage that should not be ignored: the 
~ 
Goulds, together and equally, set outlin quest of "the moral pos-
, 
sibili ties in amoral things. 11 They were standard-bearers of the 
best hope the Nineteenth Century held out for the future, and vie-
tims of that hope. Thus Charles cannot be measured entirely by · 
his wife's subs~quent disappointment. 29) Now Mrs. Gould must 
fight the mine with t~e very things -- personal concern, individual 
1£rOWth, humanizing and civilizing attitudes -- which she origin-
ally believed the mine would foster. Yet her approach has failed 
to save her marriage. Can it help a whole nation? 
The narrator tells us that Mrs. Gould uwas highly gifted in 
the art of human intercourse which consists in delicate shades of 
II JO 
self-forgetfulness. • • • She is somewhat similar to Decoud 
~ 
in this respect, for a certain lack of narrowness is part of her 
~undoing. (Possibly these two characters serve as an ironic com-
mentary on the virtues of, even, the multiple vision.) Perhaps, 
if she had trusted Charles less, fought him when she saw the mine 
becoming an end in itself, she could have mitigated the process 
of dehumanization. But she believed with Charles as well as • in 
him, and it is bitterly ironic that Mrs. Gould and Nostromo, the 
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least mercenary" people in the book, are~he characters who realize 
most clearly their betrayal by the silver.31 This kinship between 
Nostromo and Mrs. Gould causes her to keep Nostromo 1 s shame from 
Or. Monygham. Thus (as Frederick E. Maser observes) she demon-
') 
stratas a feeling of fellowship with Nostromo 1 s corruption, just 
as,. Marlow ( Heart of Darkne·ss) does wi~th\~)turtz I s corruption. J2 
Both Mrs. Gould and mo are victims, of themselves, of soci-
ety, and of "the terrible logic of accident. uJJ 
'I' • 
.7 
"Material interests," disguised as progress and good inten-
i. 
tentions, are taking over, and only Mrs. Gould, already defeated, 
is left to fight for the supremacy of the individual. She battles 
the moral darkness, barbarism, whibh Charles thinks he is fighting 
too, but which actually he fosters. In this battle, Nostromo is 
Mrs. Gould's ally. He does speak for the self-assertion (if only 
in the form of vanity) of the human personality. But the two 
spokesmen for humanity are both vanquished, and in very large part 
by the aid they gave the forces they oppose. Mrs. Gould wanted 
the mine to succeed, and Nostromo wanted to be useful. 
The Irony of Accident and Character 
Decoud 1s skepticism is quite different from Nostromo 1 s be-
lief in the regard of others, but he too is betrayed by his system.J4 
The indifferent • man 1.s "swallowed up in the immense indif-
ference of things. uJ5 For the love of Antonia, he went against 
his convictions, took part in the farce macabre of Costaguana pol-
itics, became a blanco journalist, all the time asserting that 
"he was no patriot. First of all, the word had no sense for 
. ' 
• 
'i 
I 
:1 
., 
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cultured minds. to whom the narrowness of every belief is'odious. • 
"J6 Having no real belief in love, Decoud is overcome by the • • 
emptiness of his pursuits. And he has no belief in anything else 
except "the truth of his own sensations.uJ7 He has avoided narrow 
beliefs to such an extent that, in the solitude of the island, the 
demarcation between his identity and the impersonal universe is 
loste Decq,ud 1 s plight is foreshadowed. in the letter to his sister, 
•;-'.) 
by a statement that later becomes tragically ironic: " I ha v e t l1 e 
feeling of a great solitude around me. • • .Is it, perhaps, because 
I am the only man with a definite idea ••• in the complete collapse 
JS of every resolve, intention, and hope about me?" His resolve, 
however, is not strong enough to ~overcome the habit of ~kepticism, 
and collapses. 
Ironically Decoud 1 s resolve is kept alive for awhile by 
Antonia, who reads into his plan to marry her the idea of annexing 
the rest of Costaguana in another revolution. The man who believed 
in nothing, and least of all in political action, is the father of 
the Occidental Republic, and perhaps a new castaguana. 
The irony of accident is strong in Nostromo. and grows out 
of irony of character since character determines action. Time 
after time, the accidents that befall an individual are a direct 
\ 
result of his own dharacter. Decoud and Nostromo are good examples. 
Nostromo did not want Decoud to accompany him with the silver, and 
suggested that Decoud go to Hernandez instead. If Decoud had not 
gone in the lighter he would not have been left alone and would not 
have killed himself; if he had not taken four bars of silver to 
~ 
weight his body, Nostromo would never have stoleri the silver • 
.. 
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In reference to his having been sent with the silver, Nos-
tromo cries, ."This thing has been given to me 1 ike a deadly dis-
ease. uJ9 But he:. was given the task as a direct resu 1 t of·· the es-
teem he desired and cultivated. I However,· he shoulders the burden, 
resolving to make this the most desperate adventure of his career. 
He does, and, accidentally, achieves a tragically ironic success. 
The crowning irony is revealed by the c~ief engineer: "Gould, De-
coud, and myself judged that it didn't matter in the least who 
went. • • .There have been occasions when the capataz has been 
more implicitly trusted. 1140 
Dr. Monygham 1 s self-abnegation is contrasted with Nostromo 1 s 
"" 
vanity. Yet, like Nostromo, he ends up "living on the inexhaustible 
treasure of his devotion drawn upon in the secret of his heart like 
a store of unlawful wealth. 11 4l 
Like Razumov, and like Marlow in Heart of Darkness, Dr. 
Monygham does not ·like a lie. Under torture, he once told a mar-
velously inventive lie, bringing tragedy to his friends and himself. 
Another lie~to another tyrant ~edeems him. More ironically still, 
the first lie makes it possible for him to tell the second, be-
cause of his consciousness of "that indelible blot which made him 
fit for dirty work." 42 Ironically, the conviction of his own un-
worthiness enables the Doctor to prove incorrect his belief that 
one's self" • • • is the last thing a man ought to be sure or. 1143 
Yet the remark is applicable to Decoud and Nostromo, both of whom 
bel.ieved implicitly in themselves. 
society, even more than character, receives a scathingly 
,i 
ironic tr~atJW3nt. Much of the irony lies in paradox. Society is 
\., 
man's only hope, and no matter how futile it may be proved, he~ 
must still work within the social framework. No matter how he may 
be betrayed by society, he must still depend on it.
44 The values 
of society are revealed as illusory and inconsistent. The outlaw 
Hernandez is made a general; Dr. Monygham gains honor in repeat-
ing the act which originally made him an outcas~" 
The very idea of action, ·political or individual; is treated 
ironically. Action, however motivated, is nearly futile. To 
Decoud, it seemed that "every conviction, as soon as it becan1e 
.J, 
effective, turned into that form of dementia the gods send upon 
those they wish to destroy."4 .5 Mrs. Gould is convinced that 
"There was something inherent in the necessities of successful 
action which carried with it the moral degradation of the idea."
46 
Even Charles realizes, "It was impossible to disentangle one 
I s 
activity from its debasing contacts."47 
Society itself is the major, most dangerous, abstraction, 
but through hfs ironic and paradoxical treatment of it, Conrad re-
veals the paradoxical quality of the other abstractions (and sys-
tems) as well. Every social abstraction has a core of truth, and 
even though these abstractions will usually betray us, we must~ 
very often," __ act upon them just as though they were trustworthy. 
-Conrad 1 s view of the human condition may seem mur~y or equivocal, 
but it is in accord with his condemnation of the single truth and 
the partial view. Since to express his idea simply would be to 
contradict the idea, he uses irony as capable of revealing the 
many facets and contradictions essential to any total view. 
One of the aspects of man-in-society which Nostromo 
'' ',,' "·., '··~ •• t ~ \, 
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particularly deplores is the hum~n tendency to seize upon such ab-
stractions as revolution or progress and believe in them extrav a -
gantly. Because Conrad considers revolution an accelerated form 
,f_ h t t 1 t · · th t · 48 o pro gr es s, . e rea s revo u 1.on w1. ex reme irony. This is 
not. of course, the whole story, but does constitute an important 
facet of Conrad's attitude toward revol"tion. 
The ·Goulds are his example of the "progress"·· abstraction, 
and he treats ironically both their social theories and their ma~-
riage. ~irs. Gou,ld, he says, "had seen the first spongy lump of 
silver yielded to the hazards of the world by the dark depths of 
the Gould Concession ••• and by her imaginative estimate of its 
power she endowed that lump of metal with a justificative concep-
u4-9 tion. • The Goulds endorse, too, the accelerated progress
 
• • 
of revolution. Charles, we are told, recognizes ·with some dismay, 
~ that he is the descendent of adventurers, of men who sanctioned 
) and profited from revolutions. He realizes that he, too, is an 
I 
adventurer. The Goulds look to the mine as a means of alleviating 
the 11 moral darkness of the land," and thus. according to Robert L. 
Morris, join many Conradian characters in ttThe effort of the civ-
ilized to support their unsteady gleaming in a darkness best des-
0 b d 1 b b ' I cr1 e as ar ar1sm • • • 
u50 
• 
But Charles has become a barbar-
ian. He rides like a centaur, imputes to the mine a moral quality, \\ 
>,, 
and is joined to it in an unholy marriage ("the ~ine preserved its 
identity, with which he had endowed it as a boy; and it remained 
dependent on himself alone.,"5
1 ). 
The irony of Mrs. Gould's fate is paralleled by the fact 
that the silver of the mine, ~the moral darkness of the land,~'! 
{/ 
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and "the close-meshed net of crime and corruption Lwhic~7 lay upon 
the whole country"52 are all man-made. And the characters strug-
gle against these things with the same weapon_s that forged them • 
(Worse still, Conrad presents the possibility that there are no 
other weapons.) 
Near the end of the book, Gould leaves for the mine because 
of some labor trouble. Yet he has been established as a just and () 
satisfactory employer. Daiches 1 explanation. that the mine's very 
size and importance destroys th,e satisfacto··ry relationship between 
Charles and his employees, and automatically produces oppression,5J 
( 
accords well with Conrad's attitude toward industrialization. But 
it is also true that Gould does not know the members of his own 
household.5~ A man who takes so little interest in the individuals 
who serve him could hardly be, for any length of time, a really 
just employer. Charles has lost sight of the individual in his 
devotion to the idea1.55 Gould is typical of the many Conradian 
' 
characters who become victims of an idea, usually a noble idea, 
\: 
which consumes the person who conceived it, thus creating an ironic 
pattern.56 Gould expects to bring order and justice to Sulaco. 
But he is the descendent of early settlers whom he characterizes 
as, "Thieves. 
57 
of course.n With motives and methods only more 
sophisticated than theirs, he expect~ to overcome the chaos that 
was their legacy. Abstractions hang on. 
Nostromo seems to leave Costaguana in better shape than it 
found· the country. (Actually, only the Occidental Republic is in 
I, 
better shape. The novel does not give much information on the 
subject, but it seems reasonable to suppose that loss of its 
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I 
wealthiest provin~e will have unfortunate effe~ts on the rest of 
Costaguana.) Conrad's opinion seems to be ~ound in the ironic 
fact that the revolution is made possible by a man who regards 
Gould as~a hobby. Holroyd becomes, in fact, an ironic god~figure--
he builds cl-1urches, hopes to bring a "purer" Christianity to Costa-
guana, believes in manifest destiny, takes up Gould as a hobby and 
then watches over his creation. 
/"-'\ ' I v Gould, too, like Jim and Lingard,'""plays God. He has come 
,· 
to redeem the land, using the miracle of silver; his Word, if we 
are to believe Antonia, is truth and power; he is in-human. Rooert 
-4 
L. ~orrJ..s, speaking of Kurtz, says: "The epic character of Kurtz 
appears in the fact that he is the summation of European science, 
industrialism. humanitarianism, and progress •••• Conrad's ironic 
contrast of ancient and modern imperialism arises from the modern 
assumption that 1what saves us is efficiency •••• and unselfish 
belief in the idea.' u5B The statement applies as well to Gould, 
who is very much like Kurtz except that his inhumanity is more 
.. 
subtle, and he does not achieve self-knowledge in the end. 
The choice bet;een Gould's belief that money-making is 
justified in Costaguana because the security demanded by capital-
ism must be shared with the oppressed people, and Dr. Monygham 1 s 
,, 
.,. 
belief that material interests have their own law and justice, and 
can never bring peace because material interests are inhuman, is 
difficult. But Mrs. Gould corroborates Dr. Monygham when she 
sees the "sari Tomi mountain hanging over th.e campo • • • feared. 
hated, wealthy -- more soulless than any tyrant, more pitiless 
and autocratic than the worst government, ready to crush innumerable 
' 
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lives in the expansion of its greatness. 1159 The means of abolish-
ing tyranny have. so far, brought merely another kind of tyranny, 
and the old Garibaldino finds himself on the side of the aristoc-
racy in a world where nothing is simple. 
In Nostromo, Conrad uses irony to ~how the dangers of any 
limited point of view. Abstraltions and single systems do not 
.-\ 
coincide with the fluid nature of reality, and so they eventually 
betray the people who adopt them. No code, no single truth,is 
sufficient for man in his confrontation with reality. The failure 
of communication, symbolized by the ironic treatment of belief in 
words, ~irrors the more important breakdown of communications be-
~ tween the individual and the world in which he finds himself. The 
oM ~.• 
',"... 
indifferent landscape and impersonal narration of Nostromo provide 
ironic background for the book as a whole. Thus Conrad achieves 
the high degree of objectivity essential to Nostromo 1 s statement 
on the futility of systems and abstractions. 
III 
The Secret Agent 
Irony as Structural Mode 
On June 2C, 1912, Conrad wrote to Mme. Poradowska: "Your 
good opinion of The Secret Agent overjoys me. The book is not 
very characteristic of me, but I am fond of it because I think 
that in it I managed to treat what is after all a melodramatic 
su~ject by the method of irony. This was the artistic aim I set 
myself, for you well know that anarchy and anarchists are outside 
I, 
I 
J ; 
11 
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my experience; I know almost nothing of· the philosophy, a
nd nothing 
at all of the men. I created this out of whole cloth •• -•
• As to 
the work's success, I have doubts. The public does not
 like irony 
unless it be served to th~m by a master hand.
111 The public did not 
take to the book, although its irony was served up by a m
aster hand. 
Objections, which particularly emphasized the book's "sordid atmos-
phere*' and ttmoral squalor!'': were so strenuous that Conrad
 added an 
Author I s· N·ote to the ef:f ect that he had "not in tended to 
commit a 
gratuitous outrage on the feelings of mankind.
112 
So much goes on underneath the ttmoral squalor
111 of the novel 
that a casual reader, unable to pinpoint the source of an
y dissat-
isfaction or uneasiness in himself, might attribute it to
 the bookls 
unlovely setting and characters. A more likely source of
 his~is-
pleasure, however, may well be the irony that reveals unc
omfort-
able similarities between a mad bomber and a police inspe
ctor, and 
between anarchists and great persons. A man permits the
 demoli-
tion of his brother-in-law in order to maintain his comf
ortable 
way of life, while a long speech is made in Parliament so 
that an 
important Member may dine in comfort. Something of a cas
e is made 
for the anarchists, although not at all the case they wou
ld make 
for themselves. They are not virulent destroyers but lazy
 and 
impotent; the only acts of violence are committed by a man
 whose 
mission is 11 the protection of the social mechanism"J and 
a respect-
able housewife; society is portrayed as cannibalistic; the
 anarch-
ists share the motives and desires of society at large. 
A great 
ironist is at work, equating the defendersof civilization 
with 
those who threaten it, and casual readers may well be unea
sy. 
.51. 
Conrad 1 s declared intention being to treat his subject 
ironically, it is not surprising that the irony of The Secret 
Agent is more mechanical, more tidy, than irony· in Nostromo and 
Under Western Eye~ 1 The Secret Agent is a book of mechanisms. 
These include bombs and the perfect detonator, the clock, Stevie's 
circles, and the attitudes the characters take toward life. 
Michaelis' vision of the perfect society is mechanistic, a huge 
hospital where the strong care for the weak. Heai 1 s conceµtion of 
society is mechanistic, too, and he is .unable to comprehend the 
anarchists' desire to separate themselves from the mechanism by 
de.s troying it. Winni~ 1 s defense_ against life is mechanistic, and 
her final inescapable view of the things that don't bear much look-
ing in to comes as a~ result of the machine breaking down. Os s ipon I s 
theory of psychology is based on the shape of the head, and he 
sees Stevie as a "speciman." 
"breakdowns, 11 as do the cab, 
Both Winnie and Ossipon suffer 
the detonator, and the clock. Sig-
nificantly, the stopping of the clock coincides with Winnie's 
breakdown. It is possible to read The Secret Agent as another 
refutation of ttthe single system," and indisputably it shares 
this element with Nostromo. Conrad's complaint against the single 
system is its inflexibility, the mechanical quality that makes it 
fl' 
ill-suited to life's fluidity. 
Set against a world of badly functioning mechanisms are 
I 
vague hints of a world which attempts to abrogate mechanisms en-
tirely. The fa9ade is ripped off the conventional relationship 
between police and criminal; a mother reverts to primitive in-
stincts by leaving the family that wants her and going to the house 
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of death so that the old will not deprive the young of sustenance; 
and a wealthy old woman ~elcomes the destruction of a1society which 
has supported her whims as well as her needs. 
On a technical level, the book itself is mechanistic. Con-
., 
rad used,many devices, and used them well, in constructing the 
novel. The time scheme and point of view allow him to take the 
reader into the cogs of the story and reveal the complex events 
from inside. Foreshadowing is used to great advantage. Most of 
the devices are used in the service of irony, which itself becomes 
the central device. 
The book is not by any means to be considered an 11 exercise; 0 
nor do I share the opinion that it is flawed by an "excess" of 
• irony. To the ironist all things are • • ironic. Where the fall of 
a leaf and that of an empire differ only in scale, where good in-
tentions lead as smoothly to corruption as to nobility and every-
thing in life can be seen from two or three or a hundred viewpoints, 
everything in life will have ironic overtones. Irony can, of 
course, be badly handled, and when a critic says there is too much 
irony he means either that or that irony is not to his taste. The 
\ 
Secret Agent could be attacked from the position that~ largely be-
cause of the way its irony is handled, the book is overly mechan-
istic. However, the mechanistic aspect of the novel is central' to 
Conrad's intention, and failure to recognize this has caused the 
book to be misunderstood. 
At the same time, irony redeems the novel from mere mech-
·• anics, by permitting the mechanics to assume meaning far greater 
than the lives depicted could otherwise support. Irony serves, 
• 
~ 
,. 
,, 
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~ 
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.5J. 
too, in a minor capacity by saving one of Conrad's most compassion~~ 
ate books from sentimentality. 4 
Critical evaluation of The Secret Agent runs the gamut 
from, "One of the finest novels in the language, n5 and "the best 
written Conrad novel ••• the only one devoid of typical Conrad-
ese"6 to "little more than a melodrama of horrors and human nature 
at its worst and weakest."7. Alber·t Gue'rard is only one of:,rtmany 
critics to note that the novel is cold and greatly limited in 
scope, but he considers "Thi.s entertaining and easy book" a work 
of virtuosity, and places it historically as the first instance of 
8 
"the genre of the serious psycho-political mystery novel. 11 Its 
merits are high, its concept is one of Conrad's most original and 
most daring. It cannot, however, rank with Nostromo, The Nigger 
of the t'Narcissus u, or The fieart of Darkness. 
The most damaging criticism levelled against the book are 
/ 
stated by Howe and Guerard. Howe thinks Conrad, in the interests 
of a more rigorous irony, ought to have given the anarchists some ·, 
kind of strength. But the anarchists function symbolically; and 
their function is dictated by the ironic structure of the book. 
The remainder of Howe's ~argument is brill~ant. Unfortunately, it 
must be rejected by the serious student of literature. Howe main-
tains that, first, The Secret Agent is inaccurate and unfair to 
historical fact; second, Conrad has deprived his characters of all 
dignity and humanity.9 Howe's criticism is irrelevant because the 
value of fiction lies in its revelation of a different kind of 
truth than history. Honest and sincere men, whether police in-
I 
spectors or anarchists, are not damaged by The Secret A9ent. 
I 
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Howe's second point is wishful thinking. When a novelist writes a 
book he sets it up to say what he wants it to say. ~rr he writes 
the book he meant to write, he • wins. His ideas can be criticized, 
but if they hold in the terms of the novel that book cannot be 
criticized on the basis of the ideas it verifies. (Neither, of 
cour&&~ can the ideas be,.validated simply because they hold.in 
the terms of the book.) 
Even those critics who found the irony of The secret Agent 
excessive or unsuccessful have admitted its importance to the 
book. However, irony has always been discussed primarily as re-
' 
lated to meaning. The general consensus ofopinion is that Conrad's 
irony permits him to avoid sentimentality and to reveal the various 
10 
~levels of the moral world he created in The Secret A~ent. Irony 
is a subtle device used to reveal meaning. That is the traditional 
and hitherto perfectly adequate idea. But it is not adequate to 
a·full understanding of The secret Agent. 
Any discussion of the book must begin with a corisideration 
of its structure and techniques. Irony, while serving many of the 
same purposes here as in Nostromo and Under Western Eyes, is integ-
rated with structure in such a way as to become its central element. 
Others of Conrad 1 s books are informed by irony; and elsewhere his 
irony is handled more or less organically. But in The secret Agent 
he achieved a unique relationship between irony and structure. 
The relationship to structure is strengthened by the time scheme 
and point of view and by every image, symbol, and motif, while the 
relationship to meaning is largely left to tak~~care of itself. 
Although irony helps to reveal meanings in The Secret Agent, noth-
ing important will be found through an analysis which uses irony 
i 
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as a key to meaning alone that an intelligent reader would not 
grasp in a careful reading of the book. Irony has become the guid-
.. 
ing architectural principle, and dictates authorial decisions. This 
differs from Conrad's usual approach, and perhaps he was not en-
tirely successful in what he tried to do. 
/ 
The society of The Secret Agent operates within a logical 
and orderly system of chaos. Conrad has not made a book where life 
is examined from the ironic viewpoint, but one in which the order 
imposed is the ironic viewpoint itself. Each character operates 
in terms of a limited and binding concept of reality. The book 
exemplifd.e~, both thematically and structurally (through the system 
of parallels. the time scheme, and other techniques), the ironic 
vi ewpo int. 
There are many theories about the pattern and unity of the 
novel. None seems sufficient to explain the impression of unifica-
tion and careful architecture. None adequately explains the 
reader's intuition that he is in the presence of a well-wrought 
.~ok. There is no conventional central riharacter, the time scheme 
seems merely to give immediacy to the action, the title does not 
refer to Mr. Verloc. 
Theories of Pattern and Unity 
Leo Gurko believes that anarchism provides the book's phy-
sical scaffolding, and the dominant idea is life in the city of 
London. Anarchism is the political equivalent of life in the 
great city, that "cruel devourer of' the world 1 s light. 11 The anti-
human pressures of the city deprive the characters of their 
1 
wholeness, and the theme of duality reflects the split in their 
lives. The loss of communication and human understanding forms 
a "drastic analogue" to man's life in the city. 11 
D.R. c. Marsh believes the book to be unified by and pat-
terned on Conrad I s admitted "moral purpose;t~ which Marsh identifies 
as an attempt to make the reader become that "investigating ani-
mal" Conrad refers to in his Author's Note. The apparently dis-
jointed presentation forces the reader to a painful understanding 
of the motives for action. 12 While Marsh's article is an interest-
• 
ing blend of the unsound and the superficial, the point is worth 
noting. 
Stallman sees time as the theme of The Secret Agent. Time 
1.§. the secret agent, and the bombing of Greenwich Observatory is 
an attempt to destroy timeo He says the key to design is found in 
Stevie's circles, reflecting the circles numbered from Greenwich: 
"every person in The Secret Agent is rendered as a circle of insul-
arity, each insulated from another by his own self-love, by self-
illusions and fixed ideas or theories, while like eccentric circles 
each selfhood impinges upon another by sharing some portion of its 
attributes, outlook or theory. The novel presents an ironic con-
catenation of theories or illusions shocked to zero by the impinge-
ments of reality, by the impingements of the unexpected and the 
unpredictable. 11 13 His case is convincing and well supported. 
A point Stallman does not make clearly, but which strength-
ens his idea, is that time (as represented by Greenwich) 
made, as is the society the anarchists wish/to destroy. 
• is man-
The faulty 
detonator was a timing device. If the timing device had worked 
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perfectly, might time have been destroyed? 
/·-·-J I 
Mrs. Hay discusses the detonator as a timing device, and 
the parallel between the anarchists' attempt to destroy history 
and MrG Vladimir's attack on Greenwich, pointing out the irony of 
the Professor and "the archconservative who is his opposite num-
ber, 0 Mr. Vladimir, both contributing to the attack on Greenwich. 
,,. 
She cites the Professor's belief in madness and despair as a force, 
and identifies the unifying action as Winnie's ~rogress from a 
basic soundness to a madness that is quite beyond anything Vladimir 
or the Professor could take advantage of. Their bomb did move the 
l 
world\• but only Winnie's world, not that of society at large. Mrs. 
Hay adds that Conrad jests at science when the anarchist's bomb is 
used by the autocrat. 14 This last seems far-fetched. 
John Hagan, Jr., in one of the most valuable ~reatments of 
The Secret Agent, identifies 9onrad 1 s objective as rendering the 
moral milieu of a whole community. The Verlocs .t'orn1 a part, and 
are symptomatic, of the whole. He says this had always been Con-
rad's purpose, but in the earlier books the action centered around 
one or two characters, the other characters deriving their meaning 
from their relationship to these central characters. Beginning 
with Nostromo, 11 a dispersion of the atoms of the story took-place," 
and Conrad does the same thing, to a lesser degree, in The Secret 
Agent. The second and third parts of Under Western Byes show a 
similar diffusion. 1 5 Winnie 1 s blindness and confusion is paral-
leled by the blindness and confusion of the people with whom she 
comes into contact. The parallels between Winnie's relationships 
with Verloc and Ossipon are striking: apparent accord concealing 
'' 
~. 
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total misunderstanding, Winnie placing all her trust in the man 
and depending on him for security, both men believing they are loved 
for themselve~. 16 
r-,., Hagan considers the novel Is structure in terms of scenes: 
in the first bedroom scene Conrad not 1 only 
advances his plot, but powerfully fixes on 
our memories a dramatic moment that epit~ 
mizes the basic moral or spiritual fact of the entire novel~ namely 0 the breakine up of 
a spiritually stagnant life founded on illus-ion under the impact of reality. 
The effect of this dramatic moment 
tensified in Chapter VIII when we see interview between husband and wife in 
• • 1S l.O-
a second 
\'1111 i Ch the 
circumstances of the first are repeated almost 
exactlye Again the scene is the bedroom, and 
while Winnie finds it easy to sleep as before, Verloc o o 0 again paces the floor o Several 
of the same details are carried over from one 
scene to the other with skillful variationo •• But apart from their function as a Leitmotiv, these scenes serve Conrad as a kind of nucleus from 'i'::T hi c I-1 the late .r· cat~-s tr o 1) !1 e o i, th~ n o v e 1 
can germinateo For the crucial events in Chapter XI that lead up to the murder repro-duce the earlier bedroom situation in care-fully inverted formo The two almost identical bedroom scenes give Conrad a fixed point of 
reference from which future developT?nts can be marked off by emphatic contrast. . 
• 
Hagan does not make the connection explicit, but the paral-
., lel relationships between \-vinnie ~~-a·n-d verloc and Winnie and Ossi-
pon reproduce on a plot level the technical parallelismoof the 
bedroom scenes. The same kind of parallel scenic devices, coupled 
with the same kind of parallel plot situations, operate in the 
scenes at the ~reat lady's home, and in otper places throughout 
the book. These parallels contribute to the mechanical quality 
discussed above, and support the theory of irony as structural 
principle. 
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The foregoing review of scholarship is important in that it 
shows the number and variety of plausible theories about The Sec-
ret A~~s unity and pattern. All the ideas cited are tenable; 
all contribute to an understanding of the novel. With the possible 
exception of Hagan's, none embraces the whols book or accounts ful-
i 
ly for its excellence. The chaotic time scheme and sequence of 
scenes give a picture of a whole soc(ety working ·simultaneously, 
and of the way private motives and small incidents· work steadily 
and silently to change the livesof all tl1ose involved. The usec-
ret agent" is the persistent unawareness, the fog causing cataclys-
mic collisions in the night, causing anarchy. If we accept irony 
as the central structural element, we see that on a structural lev-
el the book parallels the time scheme and scenic presentation. 
Irony permeates structure as unawareness permeates action. Irony 
is simultaneously at work in every part of the book's mechanics 
as unawareness is simultaneously at work in every segment of the 
society portrayed. 
Every device is ironic and contributes to the central iron-
ic s true ture, in much the same way tha t~ll the book I s meanings 
are ironic. The ironic meanings, unlike the structure, do not 
tend inex9rably toward an ironic center. The ir,.<:fnic center of 
\ 
I 
meaning exists, largely in the theme of intentional unawareness .• 
In addition, thou~h, there are many peripher~ rootless, ironies. 
These must be accounted either gratuitous or as ha·ving been dic-
tated by necessities of structure. If gratuitous irony is ru.led\out, 
(as it probably can be, on the basis of the Author's Note), it 
" 
may be that at times Conrad was mistaken in his 'evaluatioh of 
.. 
,. 
7 
.. 
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structural necessities. 
\ 
Ironic Devices 
The following discussion deals with various ~elements of 
structure, technical devices, and imagery. Conrad achieves a 
magnificent si~ultaniety of effects. His material works together 
in a way no analysis can describe • 
• 
Point of view contributes immensely to the success of The 
Secret .. Agent. There is an e~er-present third-person narrator, 
whose personality creates the tone of the book. He is not a char-
acter. We know of him only what is revealed by his attitudes and 
choice of language. He is witty, sensitive, scornful, compassion-
ate yet extremely aloof. Sloth and waste offend him. He is sup-
erior to the characters, often revealing his contempt and aloof-
ness by his diction. Like the Marlow of Lord Jim, he is the ironic 
consciousness of the story. His irony is never abandoned. 
The .narrator is paralleled, within the story, by the Assist-
ant Commissioner, who functions as ironic raisonneur. The Assist-
18 ant Commissioner points out ironies several times, and it is 
his suggestion that the Verloc tragedy may be "a domestic drama." 
. 
Irony functions structura1ly when the Assistan·t Commissioner, 
ironic spokesman within the story, 
tid England of sham anarchists. 
is thwarted in his desire to 
The narrator never points it out, but all the "goodu char-
acters are thwarted, and always thwarted ironically. Winnie learns 
what happened to Stevie as a result of the Assistant Commissioner's 
visit to Verloc, and her murder.:o( Verloc robs the Assistant 
.- .. J: i t HI . ·f! 
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Commissioner of his victoty over Vladimir. (Verloc 1 s death actual-
ly helps IIeat, collaborator with secret agents and thus witl-1 
- .. 
Vladimir.) The sacrifices Winnie and her mother make for Stevie 
are not only futile, but lead directly to his death. \vinn i e IS 
heroic mother fears death will prevent her from learning what be-
comes of Stevie. Instead, she will live on with no way ever of 
finding out what l1appened to Stevie or \~innie. The futility of 
all these good intent·ions • :LS subtly pointed up by the narrator's 
silence. 
Stallman demonstrates the relationship between time scheme 
and action. The time scheme contributes to the book's circular 
form, and parallels the action. The final scene duplicates, in 
setting and presentation, the scene (in Chapter IV) with which 
the boo~ 1 s action began. The three main scenes (in Chapters IV, fj 
XI, ~d XIII) occur in one place, thus constituting enclosed units. 
£, 
The other scenes each present an action or movement that ends 
where it began, thus forming a circular pattern. The circular 
design is Conrad's comment on human progress. 1 9 So the structure 
amounts to an iron.ic equation. 
The careful system of ironic foreshadowing should be noted. 
Stevie "was diff'icult to dispose of," 11 as errand-boy he did not 
turn out a great success,t' he "would go througl1 fire" for f\ir. 
20 Verloc. 11 Nothing now in Ivlrs. Verloc I s appearance could lead 
one to suppose tl1.at she·was capable of a passionate demonstration.'' 
"Of Comrade Ossipon • • /Winnie? said nothing, her mental refer-
- -
• 
ence to the robust anarchist being marked by . • • the faintest 
possible blush. " 21 Much of the foreshadowing centers around 
.. 
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Winnie. Perhaps this is unintentional on Conrad's part, but it 
has ironic implications in light of Winnie's relu·ctance to look 
beneath the surface of things. 
More important, Mr. Verloc passes 0 a victoria with the skin 
of some wild beast inside and ·a woman's face and hat emerging above 
the folded hood. u 22 A 1 · · 1 1 k b th th n ug y, menacing Junge ur s enea e 
f f th . d . t t · 1 
2J sur ace o 1ngs, an we are go 1ng . o en er the png e. 
Conrad's handling of language here is important. Because 
the people are hollow, sham, much of the irony is of language rath-
er than of action. The book is full of puns and other word play, 
often carrying the bitterest irony • (The pun is the form of humor 
most appropriate to an ironist, depending as it does on multiple 
meanings.) "You ca.n 1 t expect a detonator to be absolutely fool-
proof, 11 says the Professor. Ossipon is referred to as Winnie 
I
s 
"saviour. 11 (And did he not bring her to baptism?) Winnie tells 
Stevie to keep neat in the country -.- "You know you do get your-
self very untidy. 1124 
A great deal of irony is evoked by inappropriate language, 
as "villeggi.atura" for Stevie's visit to the country; the juxta-
position of incongruities serves irony, as when Winnie 1 s conversa-
tion on Verloc I s retµrn is described as being "as artfully adapted, 
no doubt to the circumstances of this return as the talk of Penel-
ope to the return of the wandering Odysseus. 1125 Sloth is spoken 
of in the language of love: "B.orn of industrious parent~ for a 
life of toil, fY.r. Verlo~7 had embraced indolence from an impulse 
as profound, as inexplicable, and as imperious as the impulse 
which directs a man's preference for one particular woman in a 
-· 
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given thousand." 26 Conrad uses paradoxical language, achieving 
the ironic precision of paradox. The Professor nurses his ttpur-
i tan ism of ambition" as "something secularly holy. 11 
Closely related to language is the total breakdown of com-
munications, one of the most important elements of the book. Fail-
ure of communication is made especially ironic by having the book 
consist mostly of conversations. Conversations are completely at 
. ,. 
cross-purposes (e.g., Winnie with Verloc prior to the murder; Win-
"' . nie with Ossipon later). Winnie accuses her mother of crue~--
---
moving to the charity home~. People deceive themselves as well as 
others, both intentionally and unintentionally. Mr. Verloc laments 
si·ncerely·• ."If only that lad had not stupidly destroyed himself'!" 
The total lack of understanding is made explicit at one point: 
11 Mr. Verloc 1 s anxieties had prevented him from attaching any sense 
to what his wife was saying. It was as if her vo~ce was talking 
on the other side of a very thick wall. 11 The root of Stevie's 
-,,,P 
problems is that he believes words. (In this respect he echoes a 
Nostromo theme.) "L-!7he mere names of certain transgressions 
filled him with horror. 
speeches. 1127 
) 
He had been.always easily impressed by 
Imagery and symbolism function ironically. One of the cen-
tral image patterns, that of water, works closely with the theme 
of not going below the surface of things. The characters' stub-
' 
born refusal to look more deeply into themselves and those around 
them leads to tragedy. Their treasured ignorance destroysri them. 
London is filled with the imagery of water, fish, and 
aquaria. Significantly, as Winnie leaves the house to drown 
. ~ .. 
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herself, "she floundered over the doorstep head forward, arms 
thrown out, like a person falling over the parapet of a bridge. 
This emergen~ into the open air had a foretaste of' drowning. 1128 
Her real death takes place in Brett Street, not the Channel. Win-
i 
nie, who "felt profoundly that things do not stan~ much looking 
\"'., ~ 
into, 11 drowns. 29 Sir Ethelred, busy revolutionizing~ the Fisher-
ies, doesn't have time for details. The Assistant Commissioner. 
the only character aside from Winnie's mother to hazard a glance 
below the surface, equates his descent into the street with a "des-
cent into a slimy aquarium.uJO Heat, who in the interests of con-
venience, wants to use Michaelis as a scapegoat, slither~ like an 
\ 
eel through the wet night. Although a number of critics feel that 
Conrad uses water imagery to illustrate his idea that urban life 
cuts man off from disciplined activity and tthti.s; causes him to be-
come inanimate or inhuman, 31 references to water and acceptance 
of the surface serve a more important function. Conrad is not 90 
much interested in the city as in men 1 s purposeful ignorance. They 
will not look bdlow the surface? Very well, let them drown in 
their ignorance. 
A motif of cannibalism and eating runs throughout the book. 
Stevie I s remains "might have been an accumulation of raw material 
for a cannibal feast;" 32Mr. Verloc gnaws on his finger tips, and 
after Stevie's de~th gorges himself on cold beef; the cabdriver's 
remarks evoke a picture of "one sort of wretchedness having to feed 
upon the anguish of the other • 1133 Many characters are overweight 1 
and Michaelis, fattest of all, lives on tta little milk and crusts 
of stale bread. 11 J4 These people are feeding off each other. 
6 .5. 
Conrad's irony permits Yundt, most shallow and most sham of revo-
lutionaries, to characterize economic conditions as cannibalistic. 
But Yundt's doctrine of death and destruction is equally cannibal-
istic. 
7 If economic conditions are cannibalistic,," the characters 
are so a thousand-fold. All except Winnie's mother and Stevie 
are ready to sacrifice others to maintain their ownrmonfort or con-
venience. Verloc sacrifices Stevie, Heat is ready .to sacrifice 
Michaelis, Ossipen and Yundt are supported by women, the Profes-
sor nourishes himself on visions of .a world in flames, the Assist-
ant Commissioner I s wi:fe forces him to stagnate in London because 
she does not want to live in the colonies, Winnie marries Verloc 
to protect Stevie. This selfishness leads to murder, madness, des-
pair. Conrad equates it with the selfishness of refusing to look 
below the surface. The characters will not pay enough attention 
to other people to take cognizance of their needs and desires. 
Ironically, each character is at the same time devourer and de-
voured, and dies of what he practices on others. 
Stevie serves as an .ironic symbol for the anarchists. His 
escapade with the firecrackers foreshadows his death, while at the 
same time parodying anarchists. Stevie's drawings, as Stallman 
has obser~ed, diagram the book 1 s action, and also stand for the· 
' ' 
anarchists. And Stevie, in a master stroke of irony, is the most 
effective anarchist portrayed. He is the only one to act.J5 
Many critics have touched on the importance of light imagery 
in The Secret A~ent. The most valuable treatments are by Gose and 
Wilfred s. Dowden. Gose finds the light and dark imagery "a central 
.. ,.._,.., ',"·•,,,-;_,,.,, .. ,, 
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symbolism articulating the moral vision which enabled Conrad to 
\ 
unify his subject." Conrad related artificial lighting systems 
.,;.J'" ... 
to bad values, and, uJust as the fog threatens the gas liamps, so 
natur,:e as a wholiJe·-threatens all of man's vanities."J6 
Dowden says \vinnie is presented only in artificial light,. 
in accordance with her philosophy of not looking into things. 
i 
\ i:"" i The points holds, although Winnie is seen in natural light at the~ 
begidning of the cab trip. The chief characters move in eery, 
c,'• 
0 
artificial light. In this way, according to Dowden, Conrad sets 
them apart from the rest of mankind. Divorced from humanity, they 
are not bound by the same bon«s that usually hold mankind together.J7 
-This is not quite true. The characters do move within the common 
pale of humanity, and are bound by the common bonds. Their fail-
ure to recognize th~se bonds is their undoing. Each character 
11,,es 011t l1is private ar)<1.rchy, accon1r)lt~h1ne as n1uch tt1eret)y to-
wards achieving the "good life" as the total destruction of soci-
.. ety would accomplish. Here is the "stricter irony" Howe demands. 
Here also is the reason Conrad could not allow his anarchists a 
hidden strength. The anarchists, in their futile, frail, at once 
benevolent and vicious fantasies, serve to objecti€y the anarchy 
of the individual characters. Chaos is loose in the world because 
:,!:; 1-t"~" 
_,,..., 
f 
the characters do not take .cognizance of each other. Ignorance, 
hoarded like a treasure, has turned husband, wife, associate, to 
shadow; and shadows have made all light untrustworthy, until in 
the end there is nothing left to do but turn the lights off at 
.the source. 
, . 
i 
I 
Appearance __ and Reality 
The great theme in The Secret Agent is appearance and 
reality. The theme is appropriate to an ironist, who sees that 
nothing is one thing only. The theme is not new to Conrad; his 
most memorable characters and situations must be considered in 
its light. We remember Jim, and Marlow left to wonder, Decoud 
who found all life a shadow, Nostromo. Life is a sea, a flux. 
If there be order there, it must be discovered, not imposed. We 
are begu~led by appearances, and think we can control life with a 
word. At last Winnie begs to have the lights turned off, for her 
trust in appearances has l·ed her to madness and despair •. 
• Stallman writes: "Theories -- scientific, political, soc1-
ological, economic, psychological -- are all reduced to zero by 
Conrad's diabolical irony. What protection against l!fe that we 
devise consists of superstitions, myths, theories, conventional 
conceptions of reality, systems and creeds, codes of behavior by 
which society is manipulated and controlled; in sum, all that the 
muddling intellect contrives. The nihilism of The Secret Agent 
ends in a covert affirmation of the supremacy of life. 1138 The 
theories, systems, codes, conventions, are devised on the b·asis 
of appearances. Conrad takes the reader beneath appearances into 
~ 
a reality where apparent opposites merge. Irony is a play, often 
very serious, on tb~difference between appearance and reality. 
The theme itself, then, of The Secret Agent, is ironic in form, 
independently of how it may be expressed. · 
But in The Secret Agent this theme is treated uniquely. 
Ultimate reality is the various appearances. The closed systems, 
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paralleled by the structure of .. the scenes, the shadowy, wat
ery 
atmosphere, the absurd yet perfectly logical (from any one point 
of view) chaos, constitute the ironic reality. 
-a 
One of the many ways in which the theme of appearance and
 
reality appears is in the false reputation. Ilagan, among 
others, 
points out the ironic fact that Heat 
1 s reputationfis due to Verloc, 
and remarks that Conrad seemed to find the false reputation
 an 
epitomization of much of modern life. It is an important 
theme 
<\ ,.· ' •,I,:·.~- \a' ,· 
in Nostromo.J9 Both Heat and Professor X are greatly conce
rned with 
their reputations. The Professor derives morbid glee from 
the way 
in which, "By exercising his agency with r·uthless defiance 
he pro-
cured for himself the appearance of power and personal pr
estige. 1140 
Other characters, too, have false reputations. among them 
Verloc 
and Vladimir, and the false reputations take ironically a
ppropriate 
form. 
Society bears a false reputation, and its conventional 
structure is seriously undermined. Everybody knows th
at police use 
informers. T~e idea of controlling a greater evil by fos
tering a 
lesser shocks few people. Conrad goes a step or two b
eyond "nor-
mal II. bounds t and a COOVentional'ly practicable theory is 
Unmasked: 
"the idea of thieving appeared to /Heat's7 instinct as norm
al as 
- -
the idea of property;" "The terrorist and the policeman b
oth come 
from the same basket. Revolution, legality -- counter mo
ves in 
41 
the same game. 11 
The intricate relationship between anarchists, espionage 
agents, and police is revealed by the fact, which Wright n
otes, 
u 
that representatives ofl_each group frequent the same salo
n. The 
1 
.'{ 
f/ ' T:} 
.. 
.. 
great lady and her guests serve further to objectify the moral 
inertia of society, 42 as for example their concern about Michaelis' 
obesity. Neither the injustice done to Michaelis nor his desire 
to destroy society interests them as much as his size. 
The stru~ture of society is far more seriously undermined 
in one of Conrad's most· brutal passages: in Stevie 1 s view, "Mr. 
Verloc was good. His mother and his sister had established that 
ethical fact on an unshakable foundation. They had established, 
erected, consecrated it behind Mr. Verloc's back for reasons that 
had nothing to do with abstract morality."4J Stevie's regard for 
Mr. Verloc is similar to the unthinking veneration ·instilled in so 
many people for society and established institutions. We see how 
invalid is Stevie's worship. 
The theme of appearance and reality is supported by that 
of secrets. Even Stevie has a secret, should he survive the bomb-
ing. Each character operates in terms of his own secret, and is 
blinded by it to the secrets of the other characters. It • 1.s morn-
ing in London, riders in the park, nursemaids, a respectable-
looking fat man passing by, and suddenly the jungle. 
Winnie's relationship with Stevie states the theme on still 
) 
another level. "The anguish of immoderate compassion was suc-
ceeded by the pain of an innocent but pitiless rage. These two 
states expressing themselves outwardly by the same signs of futile 
bodily agitation~ his sister Winnie soothed his excitement with-
out ever fathoming its twofold character."44 Even real love and 
) 
""' 
-concern is reduced to futility. After all her attention and sac-
rifice, Winnie is unable to understand Stevie. Her secret concept \t 
.. 
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of reality blinds her. 
Everything is fraudulent, from the charity house fraudulently 
obtained and the Italian restaurant to Mr. Verloc, who was "steady 
like a rock -- a soft kind of rock. 1145 on this rock, Winnie has 
founded her world. The Assistant Commissioner I s ,1predecessor was 
decorated as a result of Heat's efficiency. And Verloc is the 
source of Heat I s reputation. SecretsJfraudulence, appearance and 
reality culminate in the murder scene, in which, as Robert Hertz 
has observed, tension is not produced by the responses of the 
characters to one another. Verloc acts in terms of his private 
illusions about himself and Winnie, while Winnie is beginning to 
cast off her illusions about herself and Verloc. Hertz remarks 
that "one might almost call the dramatic tension a force between 
illusion and reality. 1146 
Even those elements of reality which do not depend on an 
individual's ideas are deceptive and irrational. Stallman discusses 
the insignificant objects, like the cracked bell, the piano in the 
Silenus. Stevie's coat-label. as manifestation' of the absurd. 
He characterizes the nature of reality as revealed in The Secret 
As;ent as 11 irrational. incongruous and incalculableo 1147 These in-
significant objects parallel ironically the intrusion of other 
people's needs and secrets into the private, orderly conceptions 
of ·reality embraced by the characters. ·The pi·ano is like the out-
-bursts of the characters, who have no awa·reness of anyone or any-
thing other than themselves. 
The tangle of appearance and reality leads to a recognition 
of the kinship of apparent opposites. The Chief Inspector speaks 
. . ; " 
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"with the frankness of a man whose reputation is established as if 
on a roclc. 1148 And Verloc is 11 a 
acterized as "the mother of l11 
soft kind of rock." Vanit}f is char-
noble and vile illusions. 1149 Both 
Heat and the Professor despise the anarchists for their laziness. 
They share this morality, and there is a possibility of their be-
ing burned together, inextricably entangled. After talking with 
Sir Ethelred about an anarchist outrage, the Assistant Commissioner 
q. 
goes into the street and is reminded of an aquarium. Toodles and 
" 
Sir Ethelred are revolutionizing the Fis~eries; the Assistant Com-
missioner breaks standard practice, thus offending Heat, by inves-
', 
tigating alone. Each revolution has its code, its respectability. 
Each fights the powers that be. One has a man ruining his eyes for 
the cause, another has a man going hungry. Toodles rivals Stevie 
in incomprehension. 
The Professor sees freedom in the possibility of self-des-
• .. 
truction. Winnie, after learning of Stevie's death, feels herself 
a free woman. Her freedom is anarchistic, leading to murder, then 
to suicide -- to self-destruction. Conrad sets up an equation be-
tween anarchistic (or irresponsible) freedom and self-destruction. 
The Professor seeks and does not find it, while Winnie "falls 
in to" it. 
Death is identical with certain kinds of life -- never a new 
idea, but always compelling. "Except for the fact that Mrs. Verloc 
breathed these two would have been perfectly in accord: that accord 
of prudent reserve without superfluous words, and sparing of signs, 
which had been the foundation of their respectable home life. 
To the last its decorum had remained undisturbed by unseemly 
.. , .. 
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shrieks and other mispliced sincerities iof conduct. And after the 
striking of the blow, this respectability was continued in immobil-
ity and silenoG!·. u50 
'Vladimir says, ~'Property seems to /the English7 an indes-
- -
trucbible thing. • • .A bomb outrage to have any influence on pub-
lie opinion now must go beyond the intention of vengeance or ter-
rorism. It must be purely destructive. " (This is a rather • • • 
awesome prophecy, to us in a time wl1en ~apons are discussed l4hich 
would kill people while leaving property intact.) He adds 1 "I am 
a civilized man. I would never dream of directing you to organize 
a mere butchery, even if I expected the best results,fnom;it. But 
I wouldn't expect from a bufchery the result I want. Murder is 
always with us. It is almost an institution.u.5l Murder is not 
drastic enough. Conrad here turns values upside down and ~inds 
an insane logic; Stevie's circles equate an insane logic with 
chaos; the society of The Secret Agent operates within a logical 
and orderly system of chaos. 
Again, the idea is not new or particularly impressive, but 
Conrad has created a carefully ordered chaos. The 11 respect~ble 11 
characters are as anarchistic as the anarchists. 52 Each character 
,;I 
has his own moral code., and the codes clash. In 1-Ieat I s discus-
sion with the Assistant Commissioner, each man, acting upon his own 
unquestioned and limited viewpoint, forms an inaccurate evaluation 
of the other man and of the situation. 53 The same thing happens 
when Winnie meets Ossipon after the murder. Bach character has, 
like the Professor, a monomania. The logic of each is incontro-
vertible, since it exists in a vacuum. These vacuums collide --
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things do bear much looking into. This is underscored by the 
theme of machanisms, for it is not necessary to understand how a 
maohine functions until it breaks down. 
The most important instance of the kinship of apparent 
opposites, and the idea these relationships lead to, is that the
 
anarchist and the "normal" man are very much alike. The anarc
hists 
are thoroughly conventional. Yundt, with his morning walks 
and 
faithful mistress, leads an orderly, inoffensive life. The Pro-
fessor is a good tenant, and once worked hard to improve his soc
ial 
status. Michaelis is extremely conservative, and urges caut
ion in 
the use of revolutionary propaganda, lest any economic change ha
ve 
some unfortunate effect on history. The narrator carefully s
peci-
fies that Mr. Verloc 1 s expression is not diabolic.
54 Verloc is 
not diabolic. He is generous, humane up to a point, absent-mind
-
edly kind, selfish, and insensitive. He 
• 1s, in short, the Victor-
ian father, secure in his power, wisdom and righteousness. That
 
he is also a murderer reflects not upon anarchists or foreign 
pow-
ers but upon man. 
Many critics have noted Conrad's carefully-drawn relation-
ships bet,Y-een the anarchists and "normal" people. Warner sums up 
the critical position: "Both /Under \ves tern E}'·es_ "and The Secret 
Agent 7 interpret the revolutionary in terms of the ordinary man; 
and that is their ultimate value.u.5.5 The irony goes deeper, thoug
h, 
when we come to the idea of domestic drama. 
The Assistant Commissioner is right when he labels the 
tragedy a domestic drama. Just as the anarchists objectify in-
dividual chaos, so does Verloc's family. 
•, . 
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the family is afflicted with the same selfishness and treasured 
ignorance as is the society at large and its individual members. 
Daiches comments on the overtones of marital intimacy in the mur-
der scene, discussing the parallel between society a~ large and-the 
small society of marriage. Both, he says, are revealed as "terrible 
and crazy and incomprehensible. n56 
The domestic drama idea is presented humorously, and this 
heightens irony: 11 It had all the appearance of a struggle for the 
possession of a chair, becaus~ Mr. Verloc instantly took his wife's 
- 57 place in it." The domestic drama shows the falseness of the 
assumptions o~ which Mr. and Mrs. Verloc 1 s relationship was based. 
But, and this is Conrad's important point, the chaos visited upon 
the family because of false assumptions is paralleled by the chaos 
in the social structure; and the chaos within each individual, pri-
vate, secret, creates chaos in the larger society. Where individ-
uals harbor illusions and misplaced values, society will too. The 
drama is still within man. He must conquer illusion and anarchy 
within himself or it will infect the world. This is the secret 
agent, the source of anarchy, and this is to be feared. The people 
in the great lady's drawing room take refuge in pity for Michaelis' 
obesity, and thus avoid the responsibility of examining the moral 
problems his presence raises. Just so, the world in the novel con-
cerns itself with impotent anarchists, thus permitting itself to 
\ 
I 
ignore (hence foster) the real terrors of the human soul. They 
will not look beneath the surface? Oh, but they will, as they 
drown. 
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The Secret Agent treats ironically many of the same ele-
ments as Nostromo, including politics, society, revolution, the 
I 
single system, and communication. But in The Secret Agent, • irony 
is completely integrated with structure. The time-scheme, fore-
shadowing, parallel scenes, situations, and characters mirror, on 
a structural level, the thematic mechanism of the novel. Irony 
provides the book•s unity and pattern, for the order imposed is the 
ironic viewpoint itself. The major theme is a surprising kinship 
of apparent opposites, the clash of appearance and reality, which 
reveals anarchists are no different from "ordinary" people, for 
all the characters are anarchistic. 
• 
Each lives his own, insular, 
life, and refuses to make allowances for the lives and illusions 
of other people. An orderly system of chaos results, highly ironic 
1n view of each character's perfectly logical activities. When 
the logical actions stemming from one limited outlook meet the 
logical actions stemming from another, chaos results. 
IV 
Under Western Eyes 
Solidarity: A Tentative Solution to the Political Dilemma 
Many of tl1e ironic usages considered in connection with 
Nostromo and The Secret Agent are present in Under Western Eyes. 
The reader will notice the importance of the false reputation, 
especially in connection with Razumov and Peter Ivanovitch; the 
kinship of apparent opposites, e.g~ in Razumov 1 s identification 
l\fi th 1Ialdin, and his blood relationship with Prince· K; the fu- , 
tility of political action, e.g., Tekla 1 s solution and Haldin 1 s 
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unavailing rebellion. To analyze them again would be repetitious, 
and for that reason the discussion will not deal with previously 
considered aspects of Conrad's irony. 
Conrad 1 s use of irony in Under Western Eyes differs somewhat 
from that in the earlier political novels. He addresses himself 
to more profound problems here, and seems to question some of his 
earlier conclusions. If political action 
• 15 always tainted and 
ineffective, still, man must live in society. If a single system 
is inadequate, still, man must have some framework in terms of 
which he can act. 
,1..P',, 
,;·· ·~~~ 
It has been {ote~, by Follet/ and others, that Conrad I s stor:.. 
ies of the sea deal with the forces that tend to unite men, while 
the storiel,set on shore deal with the forces that drag men apart 
-, 
and cause anarc·~y. The idea of human solidarity, so important in 
Conrad 1 s early work, was not the major element in Nostromo or The 
Secret Agent. It reappears in Under Western Eyes as a tentative 
semi-solution to the problems of political man. Razumov is even-
tually compelled to~.see himself as part of a heterogeneous human 
community. Tekla, Sophia, Nathalie and even the professor of 
languages, find themselves under a similar compulsion. The 
11 good~' 
people, those who are conceivably uof us," admit in one way or 
another to membership in the human community, and to certain obli-
gations imposed upon them by this membership. Irony in this book, 
therefore, is used to explore the necessities of human nature as 
Conrad saw it. 
The irony is stern, aloof, and entirely without the anger 
observed in The Secret Agent. Man is bound inexorably by his own 
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nature, and must at last respond to its demands. Razumov's complex 
and tortured personality becomes the battleground between individ-
ual desire and the necessities of human nature. He travels the 
path from conventional, insulated, self-serving individual to an 
understanding of obligations incumbent upon him by virtue of being 
human. These obligations run contrary to the desires of Razumov 
' ~ 
the individual, but are as necessary to Razumov the human being 
as the air·he longs for. As Russia struggles against herself, with 
various factions damaging the common good, so Razumov struggles 
against himself. 2 
Tekla 1 s solution to 
Hazumov's victory is only partial, as is 
the p::Jtical dilemma. In fact, Tekla goes 
outside the bounds of political activity altogether, and serves 
those who have betrayed the revolution. Nathalie, too, seeks a 
! 
solution in good works. If service to the helpless and the suffer-
ing is irrelevant to polit,~cal problems, it is at least an affirm-
ation of human solidarity. 
Does all this take place "under Western eyestt because East 
and West have much to learn from each other before a better world 
can be achieved? So Conrad's treatment of Sophia Antonovna and 
Geneva would seem to indicate. Sophia's crimson blouse blazes 
out, her ''untidy and unpicturesque" hair affronts, in the dull, 
staid city which has contrived to make its monument to Rousseau 
"a perfection of puerile neatness. 113 Geneva, wi\~h its solid, 
complacent citizens, embodies that "Vegetation on the filthy heap 
4 of iniquity which the lvorld isn that Sophia rails against; on 
the other hand, her doctrine of constant revolt would blind her 
to the milennium as surely as Geneva is blinded to iniquity. 
Nathalie's vision of an end to conflict, going so far as to 
,. 
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l 
reject the English party system because it institutionalizes con-
flict, would result in a world-wide Gene.,va. While Geneva is not \ . ' ;~~""'· 
' ' 
that "ruthless destruction of innumerable minds".5 which Conrad 
considered Russia's worst crime, the city does represent a horri-
1 
fying spectacle of the vegetation fostered by total absence of 
conflict. 
It would be foolish to say Conrad has come up with any 
"answer." If people ,,,.ere obliged to solve the problems they 
broached, art (not to mention government, science, philosophy, 
conversation) would qu ickfl.y wither a,vay. \vha t Conrad has to say 
is valid for other reasons -- the most important being that a 
thoughtful and compassionate man said it. 
Any critical discussion of Under western Eyes presents 
familiar problems. Biographical and psychological criticism has 
a field day and ranges from total misunderstanding to valid con-
tribution. It is generally agreed (except by Howe) that Conrad 
·overcame his personal prejudices in writing Under Western Eyes. 
Compared to the anarchists of The Secret Agent, the revolutionar-
------------
ies include one or two strong, dedicated people. Events in the 
years since Conrad wrote have made it increasingly difficult to 
accept the classic and convincing arguments for political assas-
sination. Even so, Sophia Antonovna remains an admirable figure. 
Conrad achieved a telling ironic balance between her and Tekla, 
revealing thereby the inadequacy of both positions. 
With respect to irony, Follett1 s position is representative 
The secret Agent is a delightful extravaganza, but its irony is 
flimsy and superficial. In Under western Eyes, irony is of fate 
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working through the soul of a nation, and therefore Under Western 
Eyes is a more meaningful book ihan The Secret Agent. 6 
Zabel the only critic to touch significantly upon what • l.S 
he terms the book I s "distributed insight." He is, of course, 
talking about the hallmark of the ironist. He says that, in Under 
Western Eyes, it was Conrad's "special purpose to hold in double 
focus two views of the Russian fate. 117 Conrad's approach is a 
triumph of the multiple vision. In Under Western Eyes irony is 
stripped to the bone. Frills, word play, simple equations, are 
gone now; irony is no longer an aid but a positive stumbling 
block. The result is Conrad's most difficult, and possibly most 
rewarding, book. 
(! 
One of the major difficulties is the narrator. r.10 S t C r i t i CS 
, 
consider him an unsuccessful device, and Howe goes so far as to 
say that, through the narrator, Conrad attempts to align himself 
with the west, and dissociate himself from the implications of his 
creation.8 As will be shown, the professor is essential to Conrad!s 
idea~ and embodies one of the book 1 s most illuminating ironies. 
Perhaps the narrator is not entirely successful, but misunderstand-' 
ing of his role has led to much confusion on the part of readers. 
Nathalie Haldin is another problem.9 Conrad seems ill at ease in 
portraying ,her. She is an idea1i1.ed f'igure, but it· Conrad means 
her to represent a middle ground between Sophia and Tekla little 
success ean be claimed for him. 
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Razumov and the Treacherous Intellect 
Conrad's major ideas in Under Western Eyes are presented in 
4 ;..f"'-
t he character and dilemma of Razumov. •'The other characters serve 
,, 
as foils and indirect commentators. Guerard notes: "Razumov•s 
personal plight ( 1 done for' between 'the drunkeness- of the peas-
ant incapable of action and the dream~intoxication of the idealist 
incapable of perceiving the reason of things 1 ) is by implication 
national. 1110 But it g'·oes deeper than that. The mind of Razumov 
is a battleground, with the political battles of Russia divided 
against itself paralleling the struggles within him. Man destroyed 
by his own ignorance or blindness or divided loyalties is the 
classic idea of tragedy and of irony. Razumov dramatizes the 
idea magnificently. 
Conrad makes the irony more poignant by using Razumov as 
the ironic consciousness in Under Western Eyes. Razumov frequently 
points out the irony of a situation, and uses the word several times 
He recognizes t~e irony when Nathalie seeks his aid in comforting 
Haldin 1 s mother; when he tells Haldin the interview with Ziemian-
itch was satisfactory; and when he tells Peter Ivanovitch he was 
11 impelled 11 to Geneva. Sophia rebukes him for his irony. (Incid-
entally, Sophia's rejection of irony serves further to reveal the 
blindness inherent in her philosophy of unceasing revolt.) 
Several critics point out the meaning of "razumov"--"under-
11 
stand, 11 hence ".the man of reason." Like Decoud, Razumov believes 
in "cool superior reason." His mind is his weapon and hope in .life. 
He trusts it. But his intellect fails him, for it is still un-
formed, like his face (which resembles wax heated until its clarity 
... 
. I 
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is lost12 ). Disord~r appalls him, yet he responds to the chaotic 
·events after Haldin 1 s arrival by drawing "aimless" triangles and 
squares. lvhen we meet him, he is an unforrned school boy whose 
first concernJupon hearing of Haldin's crime, is with the silver 
medal. In Geneva he wonders if perhaps he has tta conventional con-
) 
sc~ence," and indeed he starts out a perfectly ordinary, banal 
young man. The superior intellect becomes its own dupe, (i.e., 
~ t 
.i .• 
in the midst of his converg.ation liith Mil<:ulin, just after the ser-
ious slip witl1 the word "suspect, 11 Razumov feels himself sustained 
by a "renewed sense of his intellectual superiority. 1113 ) 
The cool su1'berior reason continues "unanswerably victorious 
in the silence of his own bre.ast. 1114 There are only two problems 
the intellect is inadequate in the flux of life, and Razumov's 
intellect is divided within itself. He envies an.anonymous old 
woman and the drunken Zi emian itch because, ttThe consequences of 
their actions were always clear and their lives remained their 
--
1.5 
own." Yet a similar old woman converted Tekla, and Ziemianitch 1 s 
drunkenness occasioned Razumov's betrayal of Haldin. Razumov learns, 
slowly, to question his intellect. 16 
/ 
Razumov,~man of reason, is also torn by a struggle between 
his hatred for lies and l1is pride in the sup~rior intellect. "Raz-
umov beheld his own brain suffering on the rack~- a long, pale 
figure drawn asunder horizontally with terrific force in the dark-
ness of a vault, whose face he failed to see." 
17 He loves the 
truth, but is trapped into the same kind of "folly and illusion" 
he hates in tl1e revolutionaries. 11 1Ie was persuaded that he was 
sacrificing his personal longings of liberalism -- r~jecting the 
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attractive error for the stern Russian Truth. 1That 1 s patriotism,' 
18 he observed mentally." Ironically, in light of the nature of 
the revolutionaries, Haldin equates the battle against autocracy 
with the battle against falsehood. Yet Razumov despises Haldin 
because he believes that Haldin champions false ideas. Having 
become one of the "slaves of lies,". Hazumov bitterly embraces "the 
. 19 
might of falsehood·," arid glories . d . 20 in ece1.t. 
Sophia remarks that in the cradle in Russia "one lies 
there lapped up in evils, watched over by beings that are worse 
h 1 , II 21 tan ogres, ghou s, vampires. In Geneva, Razumov finds himself 
among these creatures. Madame des-- is a corpse inhabiting an 
abandoned house, apt symbol for sordid and pointless revolution-
I 
1.~. 
.. I ' 
ary pretensions; Nikita is a disgusting beast; the hope of revo-
,5 
lutionary students is a literary lion and the image of respe9t-
ability. All is falsehood and evil illusion. 
Enslaved by lies and surrounded by devils, Razumov very nearly 
becomes a devil himself, but the ghost that haunted him comes to 
his rescue. Hald in says, "My spirit shall go on warring in some 
22 Russian body till all falsehood ·is S\'1ept out of the world." 
The sentence takes on an ironic double meaning when Razumov real-
izes that lie has been saved by Hald in. \vhen Razumov finally under-
stands that it is himself he has destroyed, he is Cree to fight 
his own falsehood, and saves himself from becoming one of the 
slaves of lies. Gurko makes a brilliant observation on the rela-
tionship between Razumov and Haldin: 
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Razumov passes through the same stages as Haldin. 
He murders Haldin as Haldin murdered M. de Pe 
The trust Haldin displays in him is analagous ,. 
to the love Razumov later feels for Nathalie. 
Haldin is betrayed by this trust 0 and Razumov 
is 1 betrayed 8 by his love which spurs his con-
fession to the revolutionistso The assault he 
suffers at their hands is equivalent to the tor-
ture· flaldin stoically endures at tl1e 11.ands of the 
D 
police before his executiono The connection be-
tween them becomes absolute when the image of 
Haldin roots itself in Razumov 8 s mind obsession-
ally, and he becomes a double man bearing the 
heavy and unshakeable burden of this other self. ·2J 
BJ. 
Under Western Eyes is a tragic story of self-betrayal and 
self-punishment. 24 Spontini 1 s statue, the "Flight of Youth, 11 
stands in a corner, • running. Razumov, too, runs in a corner, for 
• it is himself he must escape. In an early passage, he prophesies 
' 
his future, and then proceeds to bring the prophecy about: ''tie 
/ 
saw his youth pass away from him in misery and half starvation --
his strength give way, his mind become an abject thing. He saw 
himself creeping, broken down and shabby, about the streets -- dying 
unattended in some filthy hole of a room, or on the sordid bed of 
a Government hospital. 1125 Gutrard makes the important point that, 
when Razumov tells Peter Ivanovitch about the force that drove him 
to Geneva, Razumov means Mikulin~ 
J 
i ¢ 
But the true, hidden motive is 
a 11 generalized self-destructivexiless." In the game he plays with 
,,0./ 
Ivanovitch of suggesting yet concealing the truth, Razumov stumbles 
ttwi tl-i unconscious irony" on an even deeper truth -- only he can do 
the ttwork" of redeeming himself, and he has been impelled to Geneva 
by "the strongest of psychic driveso 1126 
Closely related to the theme of self-destruction is the 
motif of Providence, which assumes a central ironic significance. 
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Razumov 1 s character is his fate. Conrad heightens the irony by 
making Razumov a man of reason. He thinks it strange the students 
have made a mistake about him, but he has taken "the attitude of 
an inscrutable listener" with them, habitually changing the sub-
ject. "This sort of trick, which may arise either from intellec~ ... 
~al insufficiency or from an imperfect trust in one's own convic-
tions, procured for Mr. Razumov a reputation of profundity. 1127 He 
. 
" 
falls into Mikulin*s power because of his own guilt about having 
' 
gone to Ziemiar1i tch, not because of any political "unsoundness." 
Long before Razumov's reaction of disgust to the falsehood and 
brutality_ in Geneva, he aspired to be a servant of the state,. and 
following the expression of this ambition he was reminded of 
General T-- and ~iikulin -- "servants of the nation. " 28 Living a 
lie, Razumov begs to be trusted by the Geneva group: "He had spoken 
such words before. He had been driven to cry them out in the face 
of other suspicions. It was an infernal cycle bringing round that 
protest like a fatal necessity of his existence. 1129 
There is another kind of Providence, too, at work in the 
book, which cannot be ignored. "As fate would have it," Mikulin 
is promoted~ And Mikulin finds it positively Providential that 
the revolutionists themselves have delivered Razumov into his 
power. Blind destiny is a familiar and important idea in Conrad!s 
writing, but it must be admitted that the character of Razumov 
helps destiny all the way. His own blindness (h& met Mikulin at 
· r 1 · t ) · · r t · h · d t · Jo the office o an ocu is is the maJor ac or in is es iny. 
Religious and devil imagery are related to the theme of 
providence. Visions and hallucinations haunt the man of reason, 
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because he harbors within himself a devil. Sometimes Razumov is 
seen as the devil (as by Ziemianitch); at other times he is pos-
sessed by the devil.Jl He tries not to identify himself as the 
devil, yet feels, throughout the book, a growing compulsion to 
confess, i.e., to rid himself of his demon. At last he does con-
fess, and sentences himself to perdition. 
.... 
The Double Focus 
The narrator is second in importance onJ.-y to Razumov. It 
is through the narrator that Conrad achieves his triumph of mul-
.tiple • • vision. His use of the narrator is complex. On the one 
hand, the professor of languages serves as a critic of the Rus-
sians; on the other hand he reveals certain "western" deficiencies. 
Mrs. Hay finds Under Western Eyes less rigorous than Nostromo, be-
cause, she feels, Under Western Eyes relies on political general-
- izations such as 0 western eyes," which will not 11.old undet scrut-
iny. 32 Quite the contrary, the "\vest ern eyes" device enables Con-
rad to hold in focus a double view of East and West. This is the 
p...-,o.i:f:e·s:sso:,r's function, essential to Conrad's central meaning. If 
the reader misses this, he cannot possibly appreciate the novel 
fully. It is not widely enough understood that structure can 
never be ignored in Conrad's work. He is a conscientious artist, 
and if he has a bumbling professor narrate the story through West-
ern eyes, he has an excellent reason for·doing so. 
In an essay written a few years before Under Western Eyes, 
Conrad said of the Russian autocracy: 
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This pitiful fate of a country held by an evil 
spell, suffering from an awful visitation for which 
the responsibility cannot be··, traced either to her 
sins or her folliesv has made Russia,as a nation 
86. 
so difficult to understand by Europeo From the very 
first ghastly dawn of her existence as a State she 
had to breathe the atmosphere of despotism; she found 
nothing but the arbitrary will of an obscure autocrat 
at the beginning and end of her organizationo West-
ern tho ugh t p lv'hen it <eL1I'0SS es h.e r frontier p falls 
under the spell of her autocracy and becomes a nox-
ious parody of itselfo Hence the contradictions, 
the riddles of her national lifep which are looked 
upon with such curiosity by the rest of the world. 
The curse had entered her very soul; autocracy, 
and nothing else in the world 9 has moulded her in-
stitutionsp and with the poison of slavery drugged 
the national t5~perament into the apathy of a hope-
less fatalism. 
The professor illustrates, and echoes, this view; and serves also 
as a criticism of it. We must be very cautious of simply equating 
the professor with Conrad's version of the sound, sensible English-
man.J4 The Russians areas they are because they have had experi-
ences Westerners cannot understand. The professor is aware of 
this when he labels his tale "a Russian story for \tJestern ears," 
and says that Western ears are not attuned to the cynicism, cruelty, 
moral negation, and mora~ distress which Western Europe has largely 
'\ 
J.5 
outgrown. His own ear~, however, are but ill attuned. He can-
no~ for example, understand why the Russian government does not 
reveal Haldin 1 s name. The reason, incomprehensible to the Vic-
torian Englishman, is to inspire fear. However, in the course of 
one generatJon, Hitler would make Miss Haldin
1 s statement--"Ther·e 
is no legality. • • .There are only arbitrary decrees. There is 
only a handful of cruel • 
uJ6 
• • officials against a nation--forever 
. .. 
par( of Western experience. 
. . . .. ,, ~ 
'• ( 
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The "special human trait," the "spirit of cynicism" so dis-
tressing to the professor is precisely the experience of autocracy. 
Conrad thus uses the professor to show that the great difference 
he sees between East and West, the ogres round the cradle, are in-
deed autocracy. People who live under an autocratic government for 
too long become tempted by the chain, slaves to it. The man wear-
ing the chain and the man who imposes it eventually merge and be-
come the same man. The expe~ience of autocracy separates people 
irrevocably from others who have not lived under, and been infected 
by, autocracy. 
Julian Kaye analyzes the profess6r 1 s ,irbnic dual function 
as at once defending and exemplifying the weaknesses of th~ West. 
He says that the narrator embodies the qualities Conrad finds ques-
tionable in Western liberalism: lack of intensity, lack of imag-
ination, satisfaction with mediocrity. Ironically, the qualities 
in which the professor is deficient attract him to the story. His 
values and limitations are justified, for Razumov does destroy 
h~mself and others; at the same time, Razumov
1 s vitality and true 
moral achievement seriously qualify that justification. 37 
~ Guerard 
adds that th.e counterpoint of swiss and Russian is that of "the 
decent .and the messy ••• the abstract and the human" as well as 
of "tl1e secure and the suffering." The professor 
I s obtuseness 
creates much of our sympathr for the Russians, especially his talk 
of "lurid Russian colouring" as he describes Nathalie's and her 
mother's grief for Victor. He is surprised the revolutionaries 
visit Razumov, an unfavorable comment on "his own automatic moral-
ismo uJS 
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Misunderstandings 
Human communication is treated ironically, as in Nostromo 
and The Secret Agent. The theme is clearly established in the 
book I s second paragraph: "\vords, as is well known, are the great 
foes of reality. I have been for many years a teacher of lang-
uages. uJ9 The narrator is confounded by wl1at he terms the Rus-
sian simplicity, but finds ti-1at "because of the imperfection of 
language there is always something ungracious (and even disgrace-
40 
, ful) in the exhi.bi tion of naked truth." ( If Razumov had spoken 
-
naked truth, anywhere along the line, he probably could have saved 
himself.) Inadequate use of words1is a virtue, as in the narra-
tor I s first meeting with ~Irs. IIaldin, where her poor Frencl1 helps 
them overcome the barriers of formality. Mikulin 1 s unfinished 
sentences are effective in eliciting information from Razumov. 
-~In Under \vestern Eyes, however, communication is thwarted 
more consciously, more willfully, than in the earlier books. Be-
cause Razumov never tells the naked truth, such things as Haldin 1 s 
misplaced confidence and the fantas.~ic tea with Mme. de s-- are 
possible. Razumov, touching Haldin 1 s shoulder, feels himself be-
set by an insane temptation to strangle Haldin. Meanwhile, Haldin 
mistakes Razumov 1 s emotion for one of sympathy. Another way com-
munication goes astrayis illustrated by the teacner of languages. 
At least in part, his mystificati.011 is due to his O\fil desire!'·~ be 
captivated by nocsterious Russia. 
The motif of misplaced confidence is treated with extreme 
irony, and is a facet of misunderstanding. Razumov, who does not 
know his own mind (he cannot make out the face in the vision of his 
.• ··· --- · ....... ·, ' 
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tortured brain), inspires confidence in almost every other chaEac-
ter. Conrad relates this to the betrayal theme when Razumov 
writ es to Nathalie, "You were appointed to undo the evil by mak-
ing me betray myself back into truth and peace. You! And you 
have done it in the same way, too, in which he ruined me: by fore-
ing upon me your confidence. 1141 It is through Nathalie's mis-
understanding of Razumov she helps bring him to the point of con-
fessidn, to grace. Through her agency, communication is achieved 
and false9ood overcome. But she brings this about unaware of what 
she is doing. She does not suspect Razumov until his confession. 
Thus the value of her agency is somewhat impaired, since it is her 
mere existence and misunderstanding which help Razumov. It is 
ironic that the man of superior intellect is rescued by such an 
unconscious~saviour, but Nathalie's unawareness makes her solution 
to tl1e political dilemma extremely dubious. She becomes a saint-
like figure, evidently more effective and somewhat better balanced 
than Tekla. But her devoted charity cannot bring about any improve-
ment in the Russian situation. She does, however, exemplify a 
~ 
'"'· ,,,. 
commitment to human solidarity, the highest virtue in Conrad's 
lexicon. To this extent, Nathalie's charitable work presents a 
mitigating and limitedly optimistic possibility of eventual im-
provement. The possibilities inherent in her activities are by 
no means satisfactory. on the other hand, Conrad is dealing with 
a problem no one has solved yet. It seems hardly worthwhile to 
quibble with him on the score of one idealistic social worker. 
Nathalie is the only character likely to accomplish any good at 
all, and something is a ~reat deal better than nothing. 
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An irony of "almost true• helps unify the
 novel. 
better that mother should think some pers
on guilty of Victor's 
· 
42 
.. death, than that she should connect it w
ith a weakness of her son." 
Both surmises are accurate, and this pass
age illustrates the way 
fact and fiction are constantly mingled. 
Razumov never lied to 
Haldin, merely lat' him think what he wou
ld. 
Inadequate communication and partial trut
h contribute to the 
secrecy motif. It is handled simi,,larly to
 its -,counterpart in 
The Secret Agent, though is less prominen
t in Under Westetn Eyes. 
Razumov dislikes and.distrusts secrecy. 
He believes- that secret 
-
r 
,, 
revolutionary activity is based on folly,
 self-destruction, and p 
lies. 4J Yet all his own actions, from the 
time of' Jialdin I s appear-
ance until tl1e confession to Nathalie, ar
e based on folly, self-
deception and lies. 
The Futility of Political Action Versus H
uman Solidarity 
Conrad's old theme of the futility of po
litical action is 
present again in Under Western Eyes, but 
his conc1usions are less 
confident than in Nostromo. With one or tw
o exceptions, the 
revolutionaries are a sorry lot, and yet 
de P--, Mikulin, Ziemian-
itch and his friends, raise serious quest
ions as to the morality 
of submission. Man permits what he does 
not object to, and ul-
timately Haldin 1 s protest, however crimina
l and ineffectual, has 
some claim to moral respectabilityo That
 the highest practicable 
political alternative, represented in Ha
ldin • is criminal and in-
effectual, that the .man himself is someth
ing of a fool, reflects 
Conrad's ironic and humanistic philosophy
. 
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In r1is l{.,Author 1 s Note," Conrad speaks of the way in which 
senseless tyranny provokes senseless desperation. · He considered 
t~e Russian future grim indeed, since Russia had no tradition ex-
cept tl1.a t of blind absolutism, and rational reform could never be 
initiated on a background of blind 44 absolutism. Reform ,,as es sen-
tial, but t 11.e 0111 V means , to reform lvas revolution. And revolution 
was doomed. The Russians of Under Western Eyes, Conrad felt, were 
\) 
the normal product of their place, time, and race. The ferocious~ 
and imbecile.Russian autocracy, based on moral anarchism, provokes 
the equally mad dream of a utopian revolutionism. The revolution-
ists bel~eve they can solve the Russian dilemma by destroying cer-
tain institutions. But they are deluded. All they can effect,~Con-
rad writes,· is a change of names. 45 The struggle results in dehLim-
anization, which takes the form of betrayal. (But the problem is 
not simply Russian., Wright comments: "For Conraq., as his letters 
to Cunninghame Graham reveal, jhe conflict perceived by Razumov 
is patent in all struggles to reform mankind. 1146 ) 
Tyrant and victim become equally cruel, criminal, and cyn-
ical, equally willing to sacrifice human happiness to political 
ends. The revolutionists fighting for a world of liberty and love 
have become as vicious and coercive as the government. The proies-
sor sums up this bitterly ironic idea when he speaks of the shadow 
of autocracy darkening Russian lives equally in their submission 
or revolt. It finds its most terrible expression in Nathalie: 
"There was no longer any Natalia Haldin, because she had completely , 
' 
ceased to think of herself. It was a great victory, a character-
47 · is tically Russian exploit in self-suppress ion. u The irony is 
92. 
damning. The Russians are s-o attun,ed to autocracy that if they 
have nci on~ 'else to wreak it on they will use themselves. The 
public autocracy creates a private autocracy, and Nathalie falls 
victim to uthe corrupted dark immensity claiming her for its own, 
where virtues themselves fester into crimes in the cynicism of 
. 48 
oppression and revolt." 
Even l1ere Conrad l{eeps his grasp on tl1e double view. Speak-
ing of Mikulin 1 s fate, the narrator says that apparently autocracies, 
as well as democracies, may turn on their servants. And the great 
success of Peter Ivanovitch 1 s book was the chain. He believes no 
man can resist~the temptation of the chain; it is another devil to 
which the Russians have succumbed. Interestingly enough, the book 
was a great succ~ss in the West. 
Conrad's major theme is that of isolation versus solidarity. 
The themes of betrayal, autocracy, communications, and falsehood 
work to underscore that of solidarity. It has been pointed out 
that 
He • 1S 
Razumov's isolation is one of the conditions of his birth. 
49 0 nobody 1 s child." This is only partially true, for Razumov 
is Russia's child. His individual isolation parallels Conrad's 
idea of Russia's historical isolation -- "Russian autocracy suc-
ceeded to nothing; it had no historical past, and it cannot hope 
for a historical future •••• This despotism has been utterly un-
50 
European. Neither l-1as it been Asiat,ic in its nature." 
Razumov, totally isolated, offends against human solidarity, 
a concept his background has not prepared him to understand. 
"Officially and in fact without a family. • • .no home influences 
I 
had shaped his opinions or his feelings. He was as lonely in the 
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world as a man swimming in the deep sea. 1151 Similarly, Russian 
autocracy denies the saving concept of solidarity. 
Nathalie• s vision of the merciful future, a kind· of "disem-
bodied concord, n is an assertion of solidarity. So is Tel<la's 
solution. She is no longer a Republican, having retreated to the 
last line of idealistic defense--caring for those who have betrayed 
the revolution. (Sophia, too, has outlived tl1e"nonsense" of mater-
ialism, and concluded that determination and faithfulness are all 
that matters." Tekla 1 s solution~> however, as Daiches observes, 
is not a serious alternative. It is a refuge. Daiches maintains, 
Q 
quite correctly, that even on a symbolic level Teklais devotion 
to the suffering cannot be regarded as a solution to the problems 
posed by the novel. The novel is rtot about Russians, but about the 
fate of p~litical man. Under Western Eyes introduces le~els of 
meaning outside the political sphere which, although they do not 
suggest any adequate solution to political dilemmas, make Conrad's 
created world less net;ative. These rhyt.hn1s of compassion and hon-
52 
esty offer a tentative, carefully qualified hope. 
Razumov, unwittingly, has broken the law of solidarity and 
is therefore doomed. I-laving broken solidarity, Razumov reaches 
such a depth of moral solitude that he is tempted to tell Haldin 
what he has done. It is the affirmation of solidarity implied by 
such a confession that makes him feel his confession would result 
in 11 an incredible fellowship of souls. 1153 L 
' 
He does not confess to Haldin, because Haldin has committed 
• a crime. Tragically, the man of reason is misled, and sees idea-
logical differences as the relevant factor in his relationship 
-~· 
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with Haldin. 54 
He thinks, 11 If I must perish through him, let me at least 
not perish with him, and associated against my will with his sombre 
folly that understands nothing either of men or things. Why should 
5.5 
I leave a false memory?u Razumov 1 s life has been destroyed. 
He asks himself, •rsy what right. 56 • • • In what name?" By the. 
right, and in the name, of human solidarity. Called upon to vin-
.. 
._,. 
dica te .,the bro the~hood of man, Razumov asserted the superiority 
of intellect. And betrayed his own humanity. 
In Under Western Eyes, Conrad seems to qualify some of 
his earlier conclusions. Political action is always tainted and 
ineffective, but since man cannot separate himself from society he 
must try to mitigate social evils. The idea of human solidarity 
emerges as the only hopei for political man. Razumov betrays 
Haldin. Tekla, by tending those who have betrayed the revolution, 
affirms that solidarity is more important than ideology~ Even so, 
Tekia's good works can hardly bring about any significant improve-
ment. Razumov (in the end), Tekla, Sophia, Nathalie, and the pro-
fessor admit to membership in a human community, and to obligations 
imposed upon them by their membership. Therefore~ Conrad's irony 
in Under Western Eyes deals with these necessities of human nature. 
~ian, in the person of Razumov, is bound by his own nature and must 
at last respond to its demands of fidelity. Haldin, and Razumov 
.' 
when he betrays Haldin, negate their claims to fidelity. Tekla 
and Nathalie attempt a different kind of answer, outside the-bounds 
of politic~! activity. Conrad implies that to keep faith with 
' 
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mankind is about the best we can do in dealing with political prob-
lems. 
Both East and West have faults, and much to learn from one 
another. Tyranny makes beasts of men, but the bland city of Geneva 
- . 
makes vegetables of them. The narrator, in his dual function of 
at once defending and exemplifying \ves tern weaknesses, becomes 
' 
I.~ 
the vehicle of some of Conrad 1 s most telling ironies. Through 
the narrator and the ''\vestern eyes'' motif, Conrad t1olds in focus 
a double view of East and west. Thus he approximates that multiple 
vision which is the soul of irony. 
Conclusion 
Joseph Conrad viewed life through the multiple • • V1Sl.On of 
the ironist. Man, he believed, exists in a kind of ocean, for 
objective reality is fluid, not stable. (The water imagery of 
The s-cret Agent reflects this fluidity.) BUt man tries to impose 
order on his world, and the effort is doomed. Does the ocean re-
tain the imprint of ships? No more does life accept a pattern. 
This idea is the primary basis of Conrad's • irony. 
His irony also rests on the sorry gap between human desire 
'~ 
and capacity. Man means well, but his good intentions bring him as 
easily to destruction or corruption as to success. He cannot 
achieve his desires because he is imperfect, and because he is no 
match for the indifferent universe. The forces of isolation and 
chaos are too much for him. Nevertheless, man can create certain 
ennobling and sustaining values in the face of chaos and isolation. 
He can be faithful to honorable'traditions, to the job well done. 
' 
,_ 
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And he can be faithful to the idea of human solidarity. Thus 
Conrad's pessimism is tempered by his belief in man's potential 
grandeur. The world is not good, but there is no impossi'bility 
of its being made so. 
Conrad sees an ironic discrepancy between appearance and 
reality. In spite of appearances, the world is chaotic, and the 
wise men will attempt to broaden their vision rather than impose 
an illusory order. So irony is as much a defense against chaos 
and contradictions as are the patterns it mocks. But, says the 
. 
ironist, irony is a defense which accords with the nature of real-
ity. It renders life and thought possible without ignoring chaos 
and contradiction. 
In Nostromo, Conrad uses irony to reveal the treacherous 
nature of the abstractions so necessary to society and to indiv-
iduals. He shows these abstractions to be too limited to function 
adequately. They contradict the fluid nature of reality. At the 
same time, they are absolutely necessary. Man must try to impose 
order on chaos, but the order he imposes is illusory. Each indiv-
idual adopts a way of looking at reality, a policy or system in 
terms of which he l\Till deal;. with life. Instead of cultivating a 
' 
multiple vision, he puts on blinders. But his system eventually 
betrays him, because no system can account adequately for external 
reality. Conrad says that no code, no single truth, is sufficient 
for man in his confrontation with reality. 
Inherent in any system is its eventual loss of contact with 
external reality.p Thus, the failure of communication, the inade-
quacy of words, so prevalent in Conrad's work, only mirrors the 
• 
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more importaht breakdown of-communications between the individual 
and the world in which he finds himself. Failure of communication 
is symbolized, in Nostromo, by the ironic treatment of belief in 
words. In The Secret Agent the failure of communicati@n is shown 
by conversations in which neither speaker understands the other. 
In Under Western Eyes, the f · a i.1 u re o f · c o n1n1u n i. c a t i on l s s how n in 
the Russians' almost dr~nken wordiness, and in the theme of the 
lie. 
In the vision Conrad presents, man cannot solve his problems, 
since his solutions create new problems. He can, however, achieve 
some kind of temporary balance -- a synthesis. 
synthesis as a final solution, he is doomed. 
If he accepts the 
The indifferent landscape and impersonal narration of 
Nostromo provide ironic background for the book as a whole. Thus 
Conrad achieves the high degree of objectivity essential to 
Nostromo 1 s statement on the futility of systems and abstractions. 
Treasure, revolution, progress and material interests are 
the social abstractions .w11tl1 Conrad reveals as inadequate. Decoud I s 
skeptisicm, Charles Gould 1 s idealism, Nostromo 1 s egoism, and Mrs. 
Gould's humanitarianism are the individual attempts to impose 
order on chaos revealed as futile. They are futile because they 
assume the nature of reality to be narrow and stable • 
Man's fate is determined by his character. 
most clearly illustrated in the case of Razumov. 
Perhaps this is 
Charles Gould is ,, 
another instance. Ifis idealism, his belief that a "better justice" 
will be effected by stable business conditions, leads him to believe 
that ends justi~y means. Therefore, without realizing what he is 
.... 
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doing, Gould compromises his idealism and resorts to bttbery and 
revolution, the same methods which have plagued Costaguana through-
out its history. Gould bec~mes a barbarian, married to the mine, 
\1 
blind to his increasingly inhuman motives and characteristics. 
Conrad's meaning is clear: the old methods have failed, and we 
continue to depend on them at our peril. 
Mrs. Gould's humanitarianism eventually opposes and mitigates 
her husband's idealism, but unsuccessfully. She is helpless, unable 
to save her marriage or the country. Philanthropy, and real concern 
for human values, and the attempt to improve life through material 
progres~ are shown to be ineffectual. But these are the two best 
answers put forth by the Nineteenth Century (and the Twentieth) 
to the dilemmas of poverty, ignorance, corruptioq,and man's alien-
ation from himself. We are left with a paradox. 
The Secret Agent treats ironically many of the same elements 
as Nostromo. Among these are politics, society, revolution, the 
single system, and com~unication. But The Secret Agent goes beyond 
Nostromo. The irony is completely integrated with structure, and 
depends heavily on the novel's many mechanical elements. The 
detonator, clock, and Silenus pi~no lead to a vision of man re-
duced to a mechanism by his self-centered and narrow world.view. 
The characters are unable to achieve any meaningful human contact 
because they are acting in terms of their various mechanical 
concepts of reality. 
Conrad's carefui time-scheme, his complex foreshadowing, 
his use of parallel scenes (as the two scenes in the Verloc bed-
room), parallel situations (as Winnie's relationshipswith Verloc 
.\, 
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and Ossipon), and parallel characters ( as Heat an'd the Professor), 
all work together to mirFor, on a structural level, the thematic 
mechanism of The Secret Agent. Usually, an author employs irony 
to reveal • me an 1.nf:, but Conrad uses irony here as a central struc-
turing element. The relationship of irony to structure is 
strengthened by the time-scheme and point of view, and by images, 
symbols, and motifs. I, 
l 
~Irony provides the unity and pattern of the novel. The 
chaotic sequence of events shows a whole society working simultan-
eously, and the way in which private motives, unimportant events, 
work stealthily to affect the lives of all the characters. The 
"secret agent" is the persistent unawareness, the refusal to look 
below the surface, which reduces life to chaos. The characters 
reveal an inner anarchy, a stubborn irresponsibility and treasured 
ignorance in regard to other people. And irony permeates structure 
as unawareness permeates action. 
Perhaps the final irony is that society attempts to struc-
ture community life, and individuals attempt to structure their 
own lives, as a defense against chaos. But the defenses amount to 
ignoring chaos. Thus anarchy is fostered. 'Man must look beneath 
the surface before he can ever hope to traverse it safely. 
Individual characters are cannibalistic and self-serving. 
l\1r. Verloc, a quiet, kindly family man des troys his brother~t.rr-1aw in 
a cruel and callous manner, and is a little surprised at Winnie's 
reaction. Society, too, is cannibalistic and self-serving. 
Michaelis is railroaded in and out of prison in response to the 
public's capricious moods. 
,-, 
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The major theme is that of the clash between appe
arance and 
reality. Anarchists are feared, yet the
y are really lazy and im-
potent. Throughout, the anarchists ar
e portrayed as no different 
from ordinary 11 respectableu:men. Karl 
Yundt leads an orderly, 
inoffensive life, supported by his agin
g mistress. Sir Ethelred 
is a urevolutionary of the Fisheries." 
The clash between appearance and reali
ty reveals a paradox-
, 
ical and surprising kinship between ap
parent opposites. Inspector 
Jleat and the Professor share many opinion
s. The anarchists sl1are 
many characteristics with society at larg
e, so that the defenders 
of civilization are equated with those wh
o threaten it. 
An orderly system of chaos results, hi
ghly ironic in light 
of each character's perfectly logical 
activities. The problem, 
of course, is that each charac·ter acts
 logically in terms of his 
own limited outlook. His action clash
es with the logical action 
stemming from other limited outlooks. 
Chaos results. 
Under Western Eyes shares many themes 
and motifs with 
Nostromo and The Secret Agent. The f
alse reputation is import-
ant in all three books, as is the kins
hip of apparent opposites. 
Political action is futile, human com
munication a farce, and 
society hollow at the core. 
' 
In Under Western Eyes, however, Conrad se
ems to qualify 
-
some of his earlier conclusions. Pol
itical action is always 
tainted and ineffective, but man must 
live in society and must 
try to do something about the society 
he lives in. The idea of 
human solidarity, important in Nostrom
o (especially in the char- --
acters of Mrs. ~ould and Dr. Monygham), foreign
 to The Secret Agent 
' .. 
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emerges in Conrad's last political novel as tr1e only hope for polit-
ical man. 
Razumov betrays human solidarity when he betrays Haldin, 
regardless of any ideol~gical differedces with Haldin. Tekla, 
by tending those who have betrayed the revolution, affirms that 
human solidarity is more important than an idea. Although Tekla
1 s 
' 
solution can hardly improve society to any- significant degree, it 
is the only hope Conrad holds out. 
Razumov finally sees himself as part of a human community • 
so do Tekla, Sophia, Nathalie, and the professor. They admit to 
membership in the human community and to obligations imposed upon 
them by their membership. Hence, Conrad's irony in Under western 
Eyes deals with these necessities of human nature. Man is bound 
by his own nature, and must at last respond to its demands of fidel-
ity. Razumov is torn by the battle between his individual desires 
and the need to affirm solidarity. He struggles within himself 
just as Russia struggles within herself, the various factions 
damaging the common good. He glories in his intellect, but it mis-
leads him, for he has betrayed something more important than the 
mind. His self-betrayal ( in his betrayal of Haldin). leads to 
self-punishment; ironically, the man of reason does not realize 
what he has done until ,too late. 
Both East and West have faults, and much to learn from 
one another. Tyr-anny makes beasts of men, the chain makes the 
oppressed as brutal as their oppressors. But the city of Geneva, 
_bland, tidy, respectable, turns men into vegetables. The narrator 
is · the vehicle for some of the book I s most telling ironies, 
• in 
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his dual function of at once defending and illustrating Western 
weaknesses. The 11 \vestern eyes•• motif enables Conrad to hold in 
focus a double view of East and West.· Through the narrator, he 
approximates that multiple vision which is the soul of irony. ,The 
professor who sees tl1.rough "\vestern eyes" thus accomplishes 1 or 
I 
Conrad what the impersonal narration of Nostromo and the half 
' compassionate, half disgusted narrator of The secret Agent accom-
plish - in terms of a detached or semi-detached multiple view of 
·the action. 
Political action is still futile, and yet there is a greater 
need than in-eitaer of the earlier novels for political action. 
Although Haldin is criminal, ineffectual, and somewhat foolish, 
in view of Russian conditions the morality of submission is 
highly questionable. 
Conrad does not attempt to solve the dilemma. instead, 
he presents an 1ttea which, at first, seems irrelevant -- Tekla 1 s 
solution (and Nathalie 1s). Good works, though, are not irrele-
vant, for Tekla and Nathalie affirm human solidarity. Razumov 
destroyed himself and Haldin for lack of fidelity to mankind. 
Haldih, too, negated his claim to fidelity when his bomb killed 
innocent bystantlers. The two women attempt a different kind of 
answer, outside the bounds of political activity. Their answer 
may well be futile and ineffective, but it is faithful to the 
human community. Conrad implies that to keep faith with mankind 
is about the best· we can do in dealing with the problems of 
society. 
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Notes: Chapter IV 
1. Follett, p. 49. 
2. Leo Gurko, ttunder \ves tern Eyes: Conrad and the Question of 
1 Where To? 1 " CE, XXI (1960)1' 446, remarks, "The two--character 
and nation-- are so fused at the beginning that each appears 
dramatized and advanced throlgh the o tt1er. 11 
J. Joseph Conrad, Under Western Eyes (New York, 196J), p. 244. 
4. Ibid., P• 219. 
5. Conrad, "Autocracy and War," Notes on Life and Letters, p.99. 
6. Follett, viii. 
7. Morton nauwen Zabel, Introduction, Under Western Eyes 
(New Work, 1963), xxi. 
8. Howe, KR, XVI, 517-8. Hay+ pp. 296-7, defends the narrator. 
9. Zabel,. Introduction, xli, contrary to prevailing critical 
opinion, finds Nathalie one of Conrad 1 s most successful women. 
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10. Guerard, p. 2JJ. 
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that "Razumov 1 s journey through the novel is ·an exercise in under-
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i6. Interestingly enough, Mrso Hay, p. 289, characterizes the 
plight of the intellectual revolutionaries as an ironic mixture 
"of selfa:oe.xaltation and selfc=,contempt /resulti.ng7 fro1n the attempt 
-- -
of intellectuals to identify themselves with the religioni customs, 
and objectives of illiterate peasants·e u 1'his is very similar. to 
Razumov 1 s own plight in his relationship to the revolutionaries. 
17. Conrad, Under Western Eyes, p. 7J. 
18. Ibid., p. 28. 
19. Ibid. , p. JOJ. 
20. Ibid.), p. 220. 
21. Ibid., P• 214. 
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22. Ibid., p. 17. 
2J. Gurko, 11 Conrad and the Question of 1 Where To? 1 11 450. 
I 24. Guerard, p. 2Jl. 
·25. Conrad, Under Western Eyes, p. 16. 
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I 26. Guerard, p. 2)5. 
27. Conrad, Under Western Eyes, p. J. 
28. Ibid., P• 254-5. 
29. Ibid. , p. 2 26. 
JO. To the extent that Razumov 1 s own blindness influences his 
destiny, I disagree with Howe, although Howe's position on Raz~mov 1 s 
character is basically sound. In KR, XV, ppo 516-17 9 Howe says: 
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"The characterization of Razumov is a triumph secured by Conrad's 
decision to shape each action affecting him from a political design • 
• • • No one thinks of him as a person with sorrows and desires of 
his o,vn: to Haldin, l1e means shelter 0 to the peasant Ziemianitch 
he is fated brutalityv to Prince K~~= embarrassment~ and to Coun-
cillor Mikulin a likely recruit for the secret serviceo Each of 
these responses is molded by the pressures of Russian politics 
and societyo o o oI-Ie is tl.1(6 man in the middle.o 1. o oNeither dis-
turbingly bad. nor conspicuously good 0 he betrays Haldin with full 
kno,1ledge that he is doing ttJrong yet v:1ith some reason to·,_·resent 
Hald in° s fatuous assumption that he Vi!'JOl!ld prove h@spi,,table to a 
revolutionary terroristo It is a tremendous stroke of irony: 
that Ilazumov Os med_iocice silence sh.ould lead IIaldin to suppose him 
a secret rebel, that this appalling anonymity should set off his 
destruction by the political world." 
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.52. Daiches, pp. 61-2. 
SJ. Conrad, Under Western Eyes, p. J2. 
;4. Not only is Haldin a criminal but, as Mrs. Hay, p. 294, 
observes: "The stupidity of a revolution designed to improve the 
lot of such people /as Ziemianitch7 intensifies Razumov 1 s horror 
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at the possibility of losing his security by protecting Haldin, 
and he turns to the police. 11 
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